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BEFORE YOU GET STARTED...  
HERE’S AN INSIGHT INTO  
INVESTOR ASSIST.

DALE ALCOCK  
Managing Director,  
ABN Group

When I was looking to start an investment 

division within the ABN Group, I wanted a 

group of specialists who not only understood 

property, but who understand investing. The  

ABN Group can show you how to build a 

great house, but the Investor Assist team can 

show you how to develop a great investment 

property and an even greater investment 

portfolio.

PETER GIANOLI 
General Manager,  
Investor Assist

Investor Assist collates and interprets 

information and insights from the market 

and across the ABN Group to deliver really 

smart property investment solutions. It is our 

Property Investment Specialists who turn 

it into real, strategic investment guidance 

and tailor it for individual clients. They offer 

personal and professional service, and are 

highly experienced. I personally hand-picked 

the team because they are the best in the 

industry.

Start your property investment journey today with Investor Assist:

1 Start with this book. Familiarise yourself with the main elements and property  
investment jargon 

2 Sign up for our latest market updates and resources by registering your 
details at investorassist.com.au/updates

3  Check out our calendar of information events on our website

4  Book in a free one-on-one with one of our Property Investment Specialists today

Visit: investorassist.com.au email: info@investorassist.com.au or call: (08) 9200 7200
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INTRODUCTION FROM DALE ALCOCK: 
WHY WE HAVE WRITTEN THIS BOOK
When I talk to people about investing in property, the common questions I get are often 
along the following lines: 

• When to buy?
 Is now the right time to buy?

• Where to buy?
 I want to buy in this suburb because I know it/like it/grew up here.

• What to buy?
 I want an old house so maybe one day I can knock it down and subdivide.

These are the sorts of issues we all like to mull over. While they are important considerations, 
for first time investors weighing up the merits of a property investment, there are some 
more important things to think about. 

I’m going to propose some different questions. These are the questions I believe everyone 
should be asking themselves before they even think about suburbs or property types. 
They may seem boring, but thoroughly answering these questions will help you make 
objective decisions about your first property investment: 

• Am I financially prepared to have a shortfall on my investment loan and 
meet this shortfall every month for the term of the investment?

 How much of a deficit you can manage, if any at all, will go a long way in determining 
what type of property you invest in. 

• Am I prepared for the property to go down in value at some point during the 
term of my investment? 

 Preparing for the possibility the value of the property will fluctuate and may 
occasionally go down is an important reality of long-term property investment.

• Am I prepared to pay for out-of-pocket expenses? 
 These will include property management, council and water rates, maintenance for 

things like reticulation and hot water systems, replacement of carpets and blinds 
and so on. Investors can get caught out with these types of expenses but they are a 
genuine cost of property investment. In the long run these out-of-pocket expenses 
should be dwarfed by any capital growth. 

• Am I prepared to have a potentially significant amount of cash (and a large 
debt to the bank) riding on the performance of one asset? 

 This is something many people overlook. Take into account the balance of all of your 
investments, including your superannuation, when making this decision. 
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Even experienced investors need to ask the tough questions before contemplating 
adding to their portfolio. If you already have an investment property, here are some more 
questions to consider: 

• How should I structure my finance to take maximum advantage of my 
investments? 

 What type of finance, what level of gearing and what impact this will have on your 
overall financial situation should all be taken into consideration.

• Am I leaving myself enough of a buffer? 
 In other words, will the investment take you beyond your preferred level of risk 

tolerance and do you have room to move if there are changes to interest rates, 
council taxes and other property expenses? Figuring out what level of risk you are 
prepared to take will make future investment decisions easier. 

• What type of property should I purchase to effectively diversify my portfolio? 
 Think about your overall portfolio and the importance of diversification amongst 

properties – not just the merits of each new property on its own. 

• Should I think about different ownership structures? 
 Ownership structure can impact flexibility and profitability. In certain circumstances 

there may be benefits to owning property through your Self-Managed Super Fund 
(SMSF), under company names, trusts or in your partner’s name. 

If you want to make good decisions, then treat property investment like a business 
decision. Do your research, speak to the experts and make informed choices that are 
best suited to your individual circumstances. This approach might not be as exciting as 
going straight to the ‘FOR SALE’ ads but it will provide long-term rewards.

There are many variables when it comes to property investment and regardless of whether 
you are a first time or experienced investor, there is always something new to learn. With this 
is mind, some of the most experienced people within the ABN Group have taken the time to 
contribute to Financial Security Through Property to share valuable insights. 

I hope you find this book both informative and useful and I encourage you to discuss 
any specific queries you may have with the experienced team at Investor Assist. Most 
importantly, I wish you all the very best and I hope your property investment experiences 
exceed your expectations.

Regards,

DALE ALCOCK
MANAGING DIRECTOR
ABN GROUP
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A FOREWARD FROM PETER GIANOLI: 
THE IMPORTANCE OF A  
MULTI-DISCIPLINED APPROACH TO 
INVESTING IN PROPERTY
As Dale mentioned in his introduction, he is often approached to provide comments on 
property investment. This identified the need for a dedicated investment business within 
the ABN Group and Investor Assist was established.

Investor Assist provides the ABN Group with the opportunity to specifically work with 
clients who are interested in property investment, as it can be a very daunting prospect, 
especially for people who are time poor.

For anyone set to travel down the road of property investment, there are three important 
factors to consider:

• Land
• Build
• Finance and Legal

When buying your block of land, building your investment property and sorting out your 
financial and legal requirements, it is important to align yourself with industry experts who 
have a reputation for delivering on time. Any delays or issues experienced at any stage of 
the process can be costly and impact on your investment. The ABN Group recognises 
this and has implemented a multi-disciplined approach to property development in an 
effort to minimise risk to both the company and clients.

The ABN Group Multi-Disciplined Team

This multi-disciplined approach involves offering a full range of services from within 
the ABN Group to ensure continuity of service, an easy solution for clients and 
exceptional value for money. In terms of buying a block of land, ABN Group includes 
ABN Developments which identifies and develops some of the best parcels of land in 
prime locations throughout Perth. Alternatively, if these options don’t suit, ABN Group 
has established relationships with many of Perth’s leading developers and can introduce  
you to an agent who will assist you to find a block in an estate to best suit your budget 
and needs.

ABN Group

ABN 
Developments

Finance Design Building Sales &  
Marketing

Finance/Legal
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When building, ABN Group has six home building businesses which all offer homes designed 
for investment purposes and can cater for any budget. These include:

• apg
• Boutique Homes (Victoria only)
• Celebration Homes
• Dale Alcock Homes
• Homebuyers Centre
• Webb & Brown-Neaves

In addition, ABN Group has five supply businesses including kitchen designs, ceiling 
solutions, concrete, plumbing and roofing. These are key trades in the home building 
industry and supply ABN’s home building businesses to ensure quality products and a 
timely service. This helps to reduce the risk of a key trade failing to deliver and holding up 
your home building process.

As part of its multi-disciplined approach, ABN Group has three additional businesses 
which provide the key legal and financial services for clients and investors including:

• BlueBay: develops financial products for investors
• Resolve Finance: offers financial products from BlueBay and all the major lenders to 

find the most suitable solution to match your investment criteria
• Axiom Conveyancing: provides settlement and conveyancing services to ensure a 

timely settlement process for any investment property

Effectively, this multi-disciplined approach from ABN Group provides investors with a 
one-stop-shop for property investment which translates to peace of mind and an easier, 
hassle-free investment process.

It is my belief the multi-disciplined approach of the ABN Group provides a wealth of 
knowledge and experience that is hard to match anywhere else in the industry. With this 
in mind, we have gathered input from some of ABN’s most experienced people to assist 
you on your investment journey.

I hope this book becomes a valuable resource and I encourage you to recommend it to 
friends and family. Most importantly, be sure to get in touch with the Investor Assist team 
as we can assist with specific queries that are relevant to your individual circumstances.

Regards,

PETER GIANOLI
GENERAL MANAGER
INVESTOR ASSIST
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CHAPTER 1 - 
WHY PROPERTY?
There are several sound reasons supporting the idea of investing in residential property. 
Australia’s continual population growth, a well reported housing undersupply and ongoing 
infrastructure development all underpin long-term house price increases. 

Perhaps the biggest reason why property is so popular as a form of investment is that it 
is relatively easy to understand, especially when compared to shares and other financial 
assets. Property is tangible; it can be touched, renovated and customised. Yet tangibility 
doesn’t equate to simplicity and depending on your personal situation, property may or 
may not be ideal for you. 

Australian residential investment property has produced sound returns over the 
past 25 years

Comparing property with other types of investments is difficult because the performance 
of property varies widely by location and property type. Investors should note the 
performance of one or several investment properties would generally be different to 
the performance of a national property index, which might be based on thousands of 
properties nation-wide. Furthermore, after-tax returns will vary widely depending on each 
individual’s personal situation. 

However, comparisons do exist and one of the most comprehensive is the Russell 
Investments/ASX Long-Term Investing Report. The June 2011 report1 (the most recent at 
the time of writing) shows that residential investment property achieved the highest return 
of 10.1 per cent per annum and 11.6 per cent per annum respectively over ten and 25 year 
periods. This compared favourably with Australian shares, which returned 8.4 per cent per 
annum and 10.8 per cent per annum over the same periods. Over 20 years, Australian 
shares returned 11 per cent, while residential investment property returned 10.2 per cent. 

Property can be less volatile than shares or other investments

Research has shown property to be less volatile than shares. Volatility is a measure of 
how much a price moves over time. Less volatility in an investment is typically good, 
since returns are likely to be more stable. The benefit of low volatility for property investors 
is that, while shares can rise and fall by the minute (and even alter in price drastically 
overnight), property typically rises or falls in value gradually. 

1  Russell Investments/ASX Long-Term Investing Report, June 2011.
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You can leverage property to borrow up to 90 per cent (or possibly more) of the 
investment value

Banks will typically lend much more to someone purchasing a property than shares. 
Investment properties can be purchased at 80 per cent loan to value ratio (LVR), or up 
to 90 per cent LVR with mortgage insurance (note that mortgage insurance is an added 
cost). And if you already own your own home and have a reasonable amount of equity in 
it, you may not even need a deposit. For example, if you have a house worth $400,000 
and you have a $100,000 mortgage on it, you have $300,000 of equity in the property. 
You could use that equity to obtain finance to buy other properties, rather than having to 
provide the deposit from your own money.

You can earn rental income as well as capital growth

Ongoing rent from tenants can help you service your loan repayments, while capital growth 
(where the property rises in value) can provide gains when you sell the property. 

Property can provide tax advantages

Property can provide tax advantages where the cost of owning the investment exceeds 
the income you receive. When this occurs it is referred to as negative gearing (see more on 
this topic under ‘Finance’ in Chapter 6). If you take out a loan to purchase an investment 
property the interest on the loan is tax deductible, and you can deduct such expenses as 
property management fees, loan costs and repairs. Depreciation also provides advantages 
on newer or renovated properties. Homes are depreciable over 40 years, and capital 
improvements such as a new kitchen or hot water system are also counted. Of course, 
tax benefits alone are not a good enough reason to invest in anything, yet they can provide 
advantages as part of an overall investment portfolio. 

Improvements to increase value

You can exert direct control over the value of your investment by making improvements 
to your property. 

Invest for the long-term

Property should be considered a long-term investment. You should consider a minimum 
investment of five years, and preferably seven to ten, to be a suitable timeframe. There are 
some good reasons for this. Buying an investment property involves substantial upfront, 
ongoing and exit costs. Therefore in order to make a profit, the value of an investment 
property needs to grow by more than the value of these costs, and the after-tax costs 
associated with holding onto the property. 

Most investors target capital growth from their property investments, yet it can take time for a 
property to increase in value and it doesn’t happen in a straight line. You may need to endure 
occasional years of low or even negative growth throughout the course of your investment. 
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Property is often described as a stable investment which can bring about the notion that 
it is a ‘low risk’ option. This is not technically true. The fact that property occasionally goes 
down in value is a reflection of its inherent risk. All investments have an element of risk, but 
risk is reduced when you have a long investment timeframe as you are giving yourself time 
to ride out any short-term volatility in returns. 

In fact the potential for volatile short-term returns are a normal part of investing in higher 
risk asset classes (such as property) and investors with long-term horizons should not 
view these periods as alarming. For example, if you had purchased a property in Perth two 
years ago, based on the performance of the wider Perth market, the value of that property 
may not have grown, or may even have gone down. However, history shows that markets 
recover and investors with patience tend to be rewarded. 

THE THREE ELEMENTS OF PROPERTY INVESTMENT

We consider there to be three key elements to a property investment: land, build and 
finance. It is a successful combination of these elements that leads to sound property 
investments. Getting any of these elements wrong may contribute to an outcome that 
does not meet expectations. 

1. Land

Land is nominated as the first element because while apartments can provide sound 
returns for investors in particular situations, generally houses on land provide superior 
long-term capital growth potential.

Land is valuable

Land drives capital growth because it tends to increase in value over time, while buildings 
depreciate in value. However, it’s the value of the land that counts and land value can 
vary significantly between suburbs. It all comes down to supply and demand – as long as 
demand exceeds supply, opportunity for capital growth exists. 

The following factors influence demand for land: 

• Scarcity of land in the area (i.e. how built up is the suburb and how much new land 
will be available in the future);

• The proximity to infrastructure, amenities and attractions such as schools, the CBD, 
the ocean or river and shops;

• Convenience to transport options, including public routes and ease of access to 
major built up areas.

Of course, other factors can impact demand; overall housing affordability, changing 
demographics, interest rates and other economic factors – but these are largely out of the 
control of investors. 
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2. Build

While most properties tend to exhibit capital growth over time, some increase in value 
more than others. A good quality house with desirable features can help ensure long and 
rewarding tenancies and easy resale. Older buildings or those lacking desirable features 
will prove harder to rent and may require upgrades or maintenance throughout the term 
of the investment.

It is simple logic yet investors often overlook the features of a building in favour of an 
emotional decision about a location or a building style. Purchasing an investment property 
should be treated as a business decision. By sticking to an objective plan about the type of 
property you wish to purchase, it will help ensure your decision reaps long-term rewards. 

3. Finance 

Although finance is listed as the third element, it should generally be one of the first things an 
investor considers when contemplating a property investment. Investors are well advised 
to know their budget and limits, or even have finance pre-approved, before researching 
potential investment properties. 

Knowing how much you can afford and the amount of spare cash flow you will have post 
purchase, will influence what type of property you should invest in. For example, if you require 
a high rental yield to cover a large proportion of your mortgage repayments, you may find you 
are restricted to looking at apartments, semi-detached buildings or houses in regional areas 
that will deliver high rental yield. If you can afford a deficit between your repayments and the 
rent you receive from the property, you are afforded greater flexibility in seeking properties 
that may deliver long-term capital growth. 
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CHAPTER 2 – 
CHOOSING THE LAND
Choosing where to buy is almost as important as the type of dwelling you want to invest 
in. While this is a very personal decision, there are pros and cons to every neighbourhood. 
But wherever you want to invest you will need to know where the highways are located, 
grocery stores, schools, and how far from work it will be. When buying an investment 
property you need to take into consideration that somebody will be living in it as a home, 
namely your tenant, and to them this needs to mean more than just a structure they will 
be living in. It is also the community and the accessibility to places and events that will be 
important to future tenants. 

Assessing land value before making a property investment is paramount. Land value is 
driven by scarcity, proximity to infrastructure/attractions and convenience to transport 
options. Seeking good combinations of these factors will go a long way to help you find 
good land value. 

It is important to be objective about location. Buying in suburbs you know can be 
convenient, yet it can be costly if that suburb underperforms the market, or if you are 
buying at the expense of greater capital growth in areas you are familiar with. 

Give serious consideration to suburbs that may increase faster than the market average 
in future. Of course, speculation can be costly and you should only invest based on 
significant and justifiable reasons, such as the planned addition of major infrastructure for 
transport routes, or an anticipated land shortage resulting in scarcity. 

In Australia, there has been a growing trend towards investing in properties in regional 
areas which may deliver very high rental yields supported by the mining industry. In certain 
situations, where cash flow is paramount, this type of investment may be suitable. Major 
cities on the other hand (and particularly properties within reasonable proximity to the CBD), 
tend to have a good balance of population, well diversified economies, infrastructure, diverse 
demographic profiles and appealing cultural aspects that can drive ongoing capital growth. 

Balance the factors to find land value

While scarcity, proximity and convenience impact land value, that doesn’t mean the only 
suburbs worth investing in are established, expensive suburbs, as they won’t necessarily 
represent good value.

The key to finding land value is seeking the right balance of one or all of the above factors. 
This may mean investing in properties that may be valuable at some point in future. 
Finding value in this way means taking account of planned infrastructure development, 
land sub-divisions and public transport amongst other factors. In this regard, making 
sound property investments can be challenging. 
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Who rents and why

Before you start making big decisions on where and what to build for your investment 
property it is important to take a step back and consider what sort of people rent and what 
they look for in a rental property.

Experience has shown home buyers will choose a property in an area they can afford 
whilst renters choose a property in an area they want to live in, basing their choice on 
lifestyle rather than finances. Regardless of trends, there are certain demographics that 
are consistently dominant in Australia’s rental market. These groups are empty nesters, 
Double Income No Kids (DINKS), and families and each group has its own individual set 
of criteria which needs to be addressed when they are searching for a rental property.

By familiarising yourself with each group’s requirements prior to building your investment 
property, you will increase your chances of creating a home that appeals to the respective 
demographics therefore ensuring you secure good quality, long-term tenants who are 
willing to pay maximum rent.

Empty nesters

For empty nesters, the kids have flown the coop and mum and dad now have their lives 
back. The option of renting over buying is fast becoming a more attractive choice to empty 
nesters as it provides flexibility and convenience.

Firstly, many empty nesters like the ‘lock up and leave’ option that suits those planning to 
travel. The property must be discretely secure and being situated in a reputable suburb is 
always preferable.

Keep in mind that empty nesters are generally still quite fit and healthy and lead fairly active 
lives in a social sense. For this reason, it’s important to take in the surroundings of your 
selected area. Will the home be close to facilities and amenities such as shopping centres, 
recreational centres, transport and medical centres?

Many empty nesters also choose to stay fairly close to their previous home (within ten 
kilometres) as they are familiar with the area and often have family and friends nearby. 
Be sure to do some research into the demographics of your chosen suburb to ensure 
that building a home skewed towards empty nesters is the smart thing to do. The area 
could be more popular with a different lifestyle stage such as DINKS, in which case their 
requirements in a home would be different.

DINKS (Double Income No Kids)

Couples who are both working full time and have no children are referred to as DINKS 
and this category is relevant to couples who are yet to have children, or have chosen not 
to have a family. Generally they have more disposable income and value their lifestyle and 
luxuries over a white picket fence.
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Many DINKS prefer to rent as it gives them more freedom to live where they want to live 
(such as inner city suburbs) without being tied down to a mortgage.

High on the list of priorities for DINKS is proximity to work (many prefer the healthier 
option of walking or cycling to work), public transport and proximity to social activities and 
facilities. DINKS want to come home to minimal fuss, low maintenance living that’s only 
minutes from their favourite bars, cafes or gym. Staying connected via high speed internet 
is also a top priority for DINKS, with many rejecting a rental property that isn’t broadband 
enabled.

If you’re looking to build a rental property that will attract this demographic, be sure to 
pick a well developed suburb that offers a cosmopolitan lifestyle close-by. Ensure the 
home is not too big or requires extensive maintenance and that it features all the modern 
conveniences such as stainless steel appliances, air conditioning, broadband connection 
and perhaps a small alfresco entertaining area.

Families

Families still make up a large percentage of renters in Australia. With the ‘great Australian 
dream’ of owning a home still out of reach for many, the number of families renting has 
remained fairly consistent over the years.

Proximity and a good choice of schools and child care services nearby are very important 
to this group, as is living in a safe and friendly community. Having parks and recreational 
grounds close by is desirable, as is public transport and shopping centres. Although main 
roads are handy for ease of commuting, quiet back streets and cul-de-sacs are preferable 
for families. 

Also keep in mind the needs of families who may be immigrating to Australia. Some of 
these families may be seeking a fully-furnished home until their belongings arrive whilst 
others may only want a six month lease to see if they like the area before settling in.

In general, families look for stability, comfort and safety when looking for a rental home. If 
you pick a suburb that’s home to plenty of other families and has great schools and offer 
long-term rent, you’re off to a good start to secure a family as tenants. It is also wise to 
build a sturdy home that can withstand robust and active children and offers a flexible 
floorplan to accommodate a growing family.

Pick your tenants and your buyers

Understanding what these people want is not only crucial for getting your investment 
property tenanted quickly and regularly. They are often the likely buyers for your investment 
property when you decide to sell it.
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FINDING THE RIGHT NEIGHBOURHOOD;  
WHERE DO FAMILIES WANT TO LIVE?

When looking for the right location, you should also consider the following:

• How clean is this neighbourhood?
• Is this a high crime area?
• What is the home close to?
• How well maintained is the streetscape?

How clean is this neighbourhood?

You should look at the neighbourhood at different times during the day to see how those 
who live in the neighbourhood take care of it. If there is a lot of rubbish on the ground, the 
gardens are not kept properly, or there are old signs posted on trees and telephone poles, 
then the neighbourhood may not be for you.

If the neighbourhood looks clean and you see people outside caring for their lawns, then you 
may have found a community of people who care about where they live. This is an important 
factor if you are planning to keep your investment in this neighbourhood for many years. All 
too often people will buy homes only to discover that they purchased in a neighbourhood 
where people do not have respect for their property or the property of others. This can make 
selling the home much more difficult in the future.

Is this a high crime area?

While all neighbourhoods will experience some crime, you should consider buying a 
property in an area that has a high crime rate very carefully. While the home itself may 
be the right price for your budget, it may not be located in an area that is right for your 
tenant’s well-being. 

Drive by the neighbourhood at night time to see if there is adequate street lighting, 
suspicious activity, or anything else that might cause you to use caution. Research the 
neighbourhood and find out how the crime rate compares to other neighbourhoods. One 
way to do this is to type the suburb name followed by crime rate into a search engine. If 
the crime rate is too high, then it may be best to look somewhere else.

What is the home close to?

When choosing a home, you will need to find the nearest grocery store, schools, route to 
work and other necessities that will make living in the neighbourhood more convenient. 
Drive around the neighbourhood to see what is around it. This will help make your decision 
to buy an investment property in a particular suburb much easier.
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Schools in the area

Families with school age children are likely to become the backbone of your tenant 
mix, particularly if it is located some distance from the CBD, therefore you must get an 
understanding of the schools in the area. This goes for both public and private schools. 
If you find a neighbourhood that you like, find out what the reputation of the local school 
is and do not forget to see how the school performed in the latest numeracy and literacy 
tests orchestrated by the Federal Government. Not all schools are alike and a school with 
a strong reputation can do wonders for the value of your property in the future. 

INVESTING IN NEW LAND ESTATES

Deciding to build an investment property in a new land estate has plenty of advantages but 
as with most things, doing your homework could save you thousands of dollars.

There are plenty of things to consider before selecting a block and house design, or 
perhaps you already have a home in mind and are looking for the perfect piece of land 
to build it on. Whatever way you decide to proceed with building an investment property 
in a new estate, you should keep a few things in mind to minimise the cost and avoid 
expensive surprises.

Lot size

The most basic and yet most important factor to consider when choosing a new estate is 
the size of the lots on offer.

Some developers create estates which have smaller lot sizes, encouraging buyers to build 
two or three storey homes. This is more expensive than building a single storey home and 
the increased building costs may subsequently require a higher rental return. If there is 
demand for higher quality homes it is not an issue but you may find it decreases the range 
of potential tenants who can afford to rent your home. You also don’t want to choose a lot 
that is too big for the home design, resulting in a large backyard that is costly to landscape 
and hard for tenants to maintain.

Lot frontage, shape and slope

The shape, slope and frontage are important considerations when selecting an appropriate 
lot for your investment property.

Before you start looking for a lot, get an indication of the average frontage of your preferred 
house designs to ensure your selected lots can accommodate your preferred design. 
Similarly, some blocks will be an odd shape which limits the type of house that will fit on the 
lot. Triangular and trapezoid-shaped lots are often the hardest to match with a house design 
as they have one very short side and not one of the lot boundaries are parallel. Homes to 
suit these lots often have to be custom designed which could end up blowing your budget.
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Also look out for sloped lots as they impact greatly on the building design, access and 
associated building costs for a particular lot. Retaining walls will be required and the slope 
of the lot will usually require the home to be split level or a built up design.

Lot soil conditions

Many new estates these days are built on sites that used to occupy industrial factories, 
swamps, or coastal sand dunes. The soil may have undergone remediation as a result 
of its former use or it could have a higher water table resulting from proximity to a lake or 
wetlands. Either way, it is important to know if there are any covenants or issues affecting 
the quality or condition of the soil.

The best way to avoid purchasing a block with poor soil condition is to have the soil tested. 
Firstly, ask the developer if a soil test has been carried out and if so, ask for a copy. If not, 
try to carry out your soil test as early as possible and make the resultant soil classification 
a condition of the sale. If the test identifies things such as rock, deep fill, reactive soil or 
trees the structural foundations of your home will have to be altered which will increase 
your building costs. It is wise to be well prepared before you commit to buying your land.

Landscaping and fencing rebates

Many land developers offer a landscaping and fencing rebate as it helps maintain some 
uniformity throughout the estate.

Rebate specifics are usually outlined as an Annexure to the Contract of Sale and it is 
important to read and understand this annexure as it may contain requirements for you to 
follow in order to be eligible for the rebate (e.g. building must commence within two years 
of acceptance of the contract).

Many developers are also offering additional incentives to attract buyers to their estate and 
when combined with the landscaping and fencing rebates, it has the potential to save you 
thousands of dollars so be sure to shop around!

Parks and roads

Most developers will have a masterplan of what the completed estate will look like, 
including the location of parks, schools, public open spaces and community facilities. 
It’s important to find out what percentage of parks will make up the estate as this is 
often perceived to create a desirable living community, particularly for families. You may 
also want to ask the developer if the parks will include additions such as cycle paths, 
playground equipment and public barbeque facilities.
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Planning controls, overlays and covenants

It is important to read the fine print in your Contract of Sale. It‘s great to have found the 
perfect lot for your investment property but if there are planning controls or development 
covenants included in your contract, it may restrict your preferred design and the building 
materials you want to use resulting in additional building costs.

Covenants are generally shown on the title so make sure you thoroughly check your 
documents and have your agent and/or conveyancer provide you with further details  
if applicable.

Easements and utilities

An easement is a section of your property that has an underground service installed which 
services the surrounding neighbourhood, such as a sewer or stormwater drain. As you 
cannot build over these services, it is imperative to establish if they exist on your lot. 
Although you can build up to an easement, there may be deep-set pipes that could add 
thousands to the cost of your building.

You should also establish what fibre optics and utilities are available for you to connect to 
such as gas, telephone, electricity, water, sewer and stormwater. These utilities are usually 
provided for in suburban estates but it always pays to check.

SITE WORKS

Site works are the preparatory works that must take place on a lot before the home can 
be built. These are generally additional costs and not included in the house price and 
therefore can be minimised with the selection of an appropriate lot.

The difficult thing with site works is that they vary greatly from site to site and from suburb 
to suburb. However, a general understanding of the critical components that determine 
the extent of site works such as site levels and soil types will be of benefit.

Site works requirements vary because of components such as:

• Earthmoving – conditions of the land, trees to be removed, rocky ground or heavy 
clay content

• Sewer connection
• Water connection
• Power and gas connection
• Stormwater disposal requirements
• Retaining walls
• Structural design – depending on the soil classification
• Proximity to the coast or marine environments
• Wind factors 
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Levels

The majority of sites are not level although to the human eye this may appear to be the 
case. To be certain one should consult a surveyor to provide a contour survey.

A contour survey provides the necessary information required to establish an accurate 
earthworks cost. The surveyor takes levels along the boundaries of the lot to determine 
the extent of the fall or rise. These levels then assist in determining the finished floor level 
which is the level the house will be built at.

The levels are vital in determining the extent of the earthworks and if retaining is required. 

Engineer’s detail

Builders engage the services of a qualified Structural Engineer to provide an independent 
assessment of the lot’s soil content. This is done because different soils have varying 
compaction qualities, drainage and soil movement potential.

For example, a site with clay content requires significantly more work than a sandy site, 
like additional sand fill over the clay and structural upgrades for the footings, slab and 
brickwork. 

Verge items addressed

Check the location of verge items below and check if there will be any impact to the 
crossovers which in turn may have an effect on the positioning of the house.

Trees – check location of verge trees. 

Side entry gullies – check location of side entry gullies. 

Power poles and light poles – check location of power poles and light poles.  
Also check location of wires or conduits for future power domes and light poles. 

Water meter and phone connection – check location and possible impact on driveway.

Sewer manholes – check location and possible impact on driveway.

Footpaths and access ramps – check location of footpath and access ramps. 
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CHAPTER 3 – 
THE BUILDING
The build component of your property investment needs to follow much the same 
enquiry process that you embarked upon when selecting the appropriate block of land. 
Throughout your decision making you should keep foremost in your mind the same needs 
of likely tenants that were outlined in the previous chapter - but now you need to apply it 
to the actual dwelling. You also have to consider the likely wants of future owners of this 
property once you decide to sell it and in this instance you must broaden your horizons to 
include the wants of owner-occupiers. 

Watching the housing market

For the past two years, the housing market has been favouring buyers. Soaring market 
values were short-lived as many people decided they just could not afford to live in certain 
areas because of the cost of housing. This has caused many sellers to lower their prices. 
While this sounds like good news for you, the housing market can be very fickle and 
depending on where you want to live, you may end up having to pay a small fortune for 
the home of your dreams and this is why watching the market, surveying neighbourhoods 
and finding a good agent (more on this in Chapter 4) will help you in your search. 

While you should not become a slave to the housing market, you should keep the following 
in mind before buying an investment property:

• The past market value of the home you are interested in buying
• Neighbourhood value
• How much the home should increase over time
• Price reductions that may be available

Just because you buy a home for a great deal does not mean you will make a huge profit 
when it is time to sell it. The housing market will continue to change. 

If you decide to buy an established home as opposed to building a brand new one, 
remember that any improvements you make on the home may not necessarily increase 
its overall value. Just don’t spend too much money on improvements. Creating a home 
improvement budget and sticking with it will help you make those monthly mortgage 
payments and other payments that will be due.

One of the biggest mistakes that first time investors can make is buying a home for a 
lot less than they budgeted for and then making improvements that will end up costing 
more money in the end. If you can find a great deal on a home, use that extra money as 
a cushion in case your circumstances change. Knowing how the market is moving and 
spending your money wisely will help when you are creating a budget, applying for a 
mortgage and deciding how much to spend on your investment.
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Using the housing market to your advantage

By paying attention to current housing trends and keeping a watchful eye on the homes 
in your area, you will be able to make an offer on a home that will be accepted. While the 
market is continually changing, it is a useful tool for those who are on a budget who want 
to find a home that offers value for money and will be worth more when it is time to sell it. 

The 100 rule

One sure fire strategy to ensure you get a good feel for a particular property market and 
ultimately pay the fairest price for the property you like, is to follow the 100 rule.

You are encouraged to look at 100 properties that are comparable to the one you would 
like to buy. You need to do the leg work to inspect 100 properties, especially if you haven’t 
purchased in the area before. With this rule you could be dropped anywhere in the world 
and if you are given enough time to inspect 100 properties you can be assured that you 
will be buying at better than retail price.

Even if you are working fulltime, you must dedicate the time to complete the 100 rule. The 
purchase of a house is far too significant to leave to chance. It is well known in property 
circles that the secret to a profit when it comes time to selling the property is based on 
how well you purchased the property in the beginning.

Make a decision to block out a few hours every Saturday and aim to see five or ten 
properties. If you are consistent, you will see 100 properties in two to three months, 
making you an expert in that area and giving you a huge advantage over 98 per cent  
of the competition. You will be able to identify real bargains instantly and come from  
a stronger position when negotiating because you know another deal is just around  
the corner. 

When watching the housing market, consider the following:

• The number of homes for sale in the area
• The number of days the homes have been on the market
• The price of a new home compared to established homes
• The price of renting versus buying
• The number of homes that are in your price range
• The highest price you can pay when buying a home
• Interest rates in comparison to housing prices
• The time of year
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Spring is often a good time to buy a home for several reasons:

• More people want to sell
• It is easier to make appointments to view homes
• Prices are usually competitive
• People are more willing to reduce their asking price
• Income tax returns can help with a buyer’s budget

Spring is a good time as there will be plenty of people who could not sell their homes in 
winter months and who are trying to sell before the summer time. Homeowners that need 
to sell their homes before a certain time are more willing to reduce the price of their homes. 

While the housing market can change, the idea of selling one’s home will not. Homeowners 
may choose to wait out the current housing market, but if they are eager to buy another 
home or move to a new place, their wait will be short-lived. Negotiate with homeowners 
until a fair price can be reached. This is the same practice during a seller’s market as in 
a buyer’s market. You may have to play the bidding game for a week or two, but in the 
end, it is the person who needs to make the transaction happen the most that will end up 
compromising the most.

What is the average home value in the neighbourhood?

You can find this information very easily by asking your real estate agent or by looking up 
this information on various property websites. You should be aware of the home values 
that are in the target neighbourhood for several reasons:

• Housing prices will vary depending on the neighbourhood and region. You want 
to buy a property that you will be able to make a profit on when you decide  
to sell

• You do not want to pay too much for a home
• Giving a solid offer for the home means knowing what other homes that are similar 

in size are selling for
• Or in the instance of a new house and land package, you do not want the end sum 

to be over the general housing market

Try to stay within the 80th percentile of a LGA

The potential value of a property in any given municipality is influenced by the highest or 
best value that has been attained for a property transaction in the area. As a property 
investor one should aim to buy at a discount to market or at the very least stay well within 
acceptable value benchmarks of an area (the 80th percentile). The highest prices are 
generally the domain of owner-occupiers as a great deal of emotion is involved in their 
purchase.
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By staying at around the 80th percentile of value benchmarks of a LGA (Local Government 
Authority), a property investor is significantly increasing the likelihood of a favourable 
capital gain in the future for their investment property. 

Which home to choose? After you have looked into all of your options, you will be 
wondering which home to choose. There are many ways to find the home that is right for 
your investment portfolio. When looking at homes, you should keep these criteria in mind:

• Size
• Price 
• Neighbourhood/Locality
• Mortgage payments
• Repairs
• Additional features

While this is a short list, throughout this book you will learn other ways to find your ideal 
property investment. 

New property versus old

Every property is different. From old to new, different properties present different 
opportunities. However, a new property will typically provide a number of advantages over 
an existing property in a like-for-like location: 

• New properties are desirable amongst tenants and will achieve a rental premium 
over a comparable older house

• New properties can be landscaped to a low-maintenance standard while older 
properties may have large gardens requiring ongoing maintenance

• New properties are unlikely to require any maintenance in the short to medium 
term, while older properties may require (potentially expensive) work throughout the 
investment timeframe – and these costs may be unknown at the time of purchase 

• New properties can be built to appeal to tenant markets (for example, by including 
low maintenance gardens, adequate storage and security), whereas existing 
properties may need to be adapted 

• New houses receive the full depreciation allowance on building costs and fixtures 
and fittings from the Australian Taxation Office 

• New properties can take advantage of being specified to handle the latest in 
telecommunications wiring 

Avoiding older properties as investments is usually recommended, unless the property is 
suitable for a complete refurbishment or subdivision, or is unique in terms of location or 
architecture. 
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Choosing a builder for your investment property

Once you’ve decided to build an investment property, choosing the right builder is a 
crucial step in the process. You will be working with this builder for up to two years so 
it is important to choose wisely. 

There is an impressive selection of builders to choose from but often it is hard to set 
them apart and to know what to look for. Once you have an idea of the size and the style 
of home you wish to build, the following checklist will help you to narrow down the field:

✓ Does the builder have a minimum of three to five years of experience with a 
sound financial reputation?

✓ Have you checked the builder’s portfolio and are they competent and 
experienced at building your preferred style of home?

✓ Has the builder received any affiliations or industry awards or are they a 
member of any professional associations?

✓ Have you investigated the builder’s references and testimonials of previous 
clients to ensure all work carried out is timely and of a suitable standard and 
any issues are rectified promptly?

✓ If possible, have you inspected a home recently completed by your preferred 
builder to check the quality of features and materials used?

✓ Does your desired builder offer a Housing Industry Association (HIA) fixed price 
building contract?

✓ Does your preferred builder offer HIA Housing Indemnity Insurance?

✓ What sort of short-term and long-term defect warranties and structural 
guarantees does the builder offer?

✓ Does your builder offer a contour survey of your new home site?

✓ Does your builder meet all legal and safety requirements including the 
installation of smoke alarms, hot water tempering valves and approved 
electrical safety switches?

✓ Does your chosen builder have a strong commitment to sustainability and the 
environment?

Selecting a new home and what to look out for

When the time comes to choose a design for your investment property, there are plenty 
of things to consider before settling on a particular house plan. Keep in mind tenants 
may have differing needs to an owner-occupier and choosing a house plan that doesn’t 
accommodate these needs could result in your investment property remaining vacant 
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for an extended period or you may struggle to attract a high calibre of applicants. If you 
have already made a conscious decision regarding what type of tenants you would like 
to attract, try to include as many desirable features as possible to maximise your rental 
return.

Functionality versus features

It’s lovely to have a home with all the bells and whistles but what matters more to 
tenants is the functionality of a property. In addition to a home ticking all the boxes, it 
needs to have a functional layout and offer an easy and practical lifestyle. The following 
points provide a demonstration of how a home might have the right ‘features’ but still 
be lacking in ‘functional’ design:

• The dishwasher is positioned nowhere near the sink/s in the kitchen creating an 
awkward layout and use of the space

• The laundry is positioned near the front of the house but the clothesline is near the 
rear

• The games or theatre room is positioned alongside a master bedroom which may 
create unnecessary noise and disruption

• There is a lack of undercover area to the rear of the house preventing use of both 
indoor and outdoor spaces

• There are ample bedrooms in the home but they are too small in size

It is also important to think about whether or not a feature is practical. Everyone loves 
the idea of a pool or spa and a spacious garden but will your tenants want to incur the 
time and costs of maintenance? Will the inclusion of reticulation make your tenant’s life 
easier and protect your investment by keeping your gardens looking lush? Do you want 
to include those fancy new electrical hotplates that look flash when gas appliances may 
be more reliable and cost effective for your tenant?

All of these little items may seem small and inconsequential but when combined together, 
they can greatly impact the functionality and appeal of your investment property.

Scale of rooms and furniture layouts

We all like to think we are masters of design but how good are you at reading a floorplan? 
Looks can be deceiving and what might look generous when drawn on a piece of paper 
can be completely different in reality.

Carefully review your floorplans and check the measurements of all rooms with particular 
attention to the bedrooms. How big they are and what size bed will they accommodate 
easily? Also be wary because some display homes may include a double sized bed in 
the master bedroom which looks spacious, but is of no benefit to your tenant when they 
want to move in a king sized bed and it doesn’t fit.
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In addition, pay careful attention to the layout of the rooms. There is nothing more 
frustrating than having a beautifully generous window in a bedroom if it is positioned 
exactly where you need to place the bedhead. And who wants floor to ceiling glass in 
the master bedroom if there is a privacy issue with the next door neighbour? 

It is also important to make sure all the power points in the entertainment rooms are in 
logical places. Do the living rooms allow you to easily place your furniture opposite the 
entertainment equipment? 

Before you confirm your house design, take a ‘virtual’ tour of the home from your 
prospective tenant’s perspective. Does the home meet their lifestyle needs now with 
adequate flexibility to adapt? If the answer is yes, you might have just found the right 
home design for your investment property.

Is a turn-key really so?

Turn-key homes have become a popular option for investors in recent years as they offer 
completed homes which are ready to be tenanted and often skip many of the stresses 
associated with building. It seems simple enough – a newly completed property where 
all you have to do is ‘turn the key’ and move in.

As with any big purchase, there are many things to consider before signing on the dotted 
line and turn-key homes have their own set of risks to consider. Many offer the complete 
package from floor to ceiling including painting, floor coverings and landscaping whereas 
others may be presented at a great price but the small print reveals there is still a lot to 
do to complete the home. Although the initial cost was a great deal, you may be up for 
tens of thousands of dollars to finish the home in preparation for tenants to move in. 

Turn-key homes offer an instant solution for property investors as they can be tenanted 
straight away. But always be clear on what the price includes, it could end up being a 
costly and time consuming decision if you are not careful.

Remember your tenants

Earlier in this book you were encouraged to choose a home design which will appeal 
to your preferred target tenant. This is one of the most important factors to consider 
when choosing a home design for your investment property as the way the home is laid 
out and the features it includes will greatly impact the type of tenants you will be able 
to attract. 
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Depending on your target tenant, the following design features will impact on what sort 
of tenants you will attract so give careful consideration to your home design:

• Number of levels and location of bedrooms (upper or ground floor)
• Number and size of bedrooms plus position of bathrooms
• Position and size of kitchen and living areas
• Inclusion of modern conveniences such as appliances, air conditioning and 

intercom
• Quality and style of fixtures, fitting and floor coverings
• Privacy, security and access
• Size of garden and maintenance requirements

Although you need to keep your target tenant in mind, where possible it is also important 
to try and maintain as much flexibility in your floorplan as you can. This will allow you 
to target a particular market whilst not completely excluding others, giving you broader 
options in the event the rental market tightens.

National Broadband Network (NBN) and communications

The NBN is an initiative by the Australian Government to help Australian households 
and businesses connect to high-speed broadband. As this scheme is rolled out over 
the next few years, many Australians will come to expect access to the new network, 
making it a must-have for property investors building new homes.

It is important any new home is NBN ‘enabled’ to ensure your investment property can 
easily be connected to the Network when the time comes. Any reputable builder will be 
able to explain to you what is required from your new home.

In the meantime, most homes (whether occupied by owners or tenants) have at least 
one computer and an internet connection plus many also have PayTV along with other 
telecommunication services. It is important you consider the likely technological needs 
of your preferred tenants when building a home to make sure your home will meet with 
expectations.

Separate tenants

‘Share houses’ still make up a large portion of tenanted properties, particularly with 
students and fly in/fly out workers and if you are building an investment property to 
target this demographic, there are a few characteristics you will have to consider to 
secure share house tenants.

Firstly, the bedrooms need to be of a decent size to accommodate more than just a 
bed. Many share house tenants retreat to their bedrooms for privacy or study time 
and have items such as a study desk, audio visual equipment and all their personal 
belongings in one room.
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The bedrooms need to be as spaced out as possible and if they are in separate wings 
of the house this is ideal for share tenants. Also keep in mind that untenanted bedrooms 
could be used for study areas and a minimum of two bathrooms is a must. The preferred 
scenario is to have the second bathroom close to the second bedroom plus a powder 
room to keep guests away from both bathrooms. 

Generally, the living area and kitchen should form the centrepiece of a share house, with 
doors closing off these areas to the bedrooms. Many new homes have access points from 
the garage to the kitchen or laundry area which is perfect for share houses with tenants 
who do shift work.

By selecting a house design that provides tenants with as much privacy as possible, your 
investment property will become highly desirable with those looking for a share house 
whilst still appealing to families with children.

Energy ratings

Energy costs will become a major topic of household budget discussion particularly as 
energy prices continue to rise. 

As consumers become more energy savvy and costs continue to increase, tenants will 
seek a home which achieves a high level of thermal energy performance and requires 
minimum levels of heating and cooling for comfort year-round. 

In Australia a requirement for a 6-Star BERS rating, which indicates that a building achieves 
a very high level of thermal energy performance, is soon to be considered the minimum 
requirement in most of Australia.

Generally this mandatory requirement applies to new home construction and will ultimately 
better prepare new homes for energy efficiency, providing another compelling factor in 
choosing a newly built home over an established home as a property investment.

For the average property investor simply asking for the BERS rating should be sufficient but 
getting an understanding of what to look for in building specifications to achieve a better 
energy efficient outcome can be advantageous. Insulating a home allows a building to use 
less heating and cooling energy to achieve and maintain a comfortable temperature whilst 
installing fluorescent lights or natural skylights reduces the amount of energy required to 
attain the same level of illumination compared to using traditional incandescent light bulbs. 
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House versus apartment

There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to investing in either houses or 
apartments and the decision is likely to come down to your personal situation. 

Apartments tend to occupy the high-yield category of investment, since the ratio of rent to 
value is typically higher than that achieved for houses. This may be ideal for investors who 
require a high level of cash flow to supplement their loan repayments. Apartments also 
require less ongoing maintenance, however are subject to body corporate fees, which 
must be considered when calculating overall investment merit. 

Houses have the element of land that apartments lack. While apartments in sought-after 
areas, or areas that are completely built up, may still achieve sound capital growth, the 
element of land is a vital point of difference. This is because land can increase in value 
when it is scarce, yet scarcity is usually not a driver of value for apartments, since there is 
the possibility that new apartment buildings may be established in nearby locations. 

Consider your rental market

As already indicated when considering a property investment, it makes sense to take into 
account your potential rental market. While you may always be able to find a tenant, finding 
a desirable tenant that wishes to stay for the long-term is more difficult. If you are relying 
on regular rental payments to supplement your mortgage, this issue becomes paramount. 
Consider the impact of changing tenants once every year including extra management costs, 
advertising and the cost of a vacant property for one or more weeks. 

Consider the advantages of various types of tenants. For example, families may not be 
considered the ideal prospect for a rental property, yet they can be excellent long-term 
tenants, particularly where children are enrolled in local schools. 

When weighing up the merits of various investment properties, consider the following: 

• Is public transport convenient? 
• Are there shops and schools close by? 
• Is there existing demand for rentals in the area you plan to purchase? What is the 

average rental return? 
• Who is living and renting in the area already? Is the property appropriate to the local 

demographic? 
• Does the property have adequate facilities (including storage, security, a second 

bathroom for families etc)?
• Are there reasons for tenants to want to stay long-term such as respected local 

schools? 
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Buying an apartment off-the-plan

Buying off-the-plan has proven a popular investment strategy with property buyers in 
Australia for many years. But while it may seem like an easy option for first time property 
investors, it’s vital to do your homework before taking the plunge.

Buying off-the-plan essentially means buying a property that has yet to be, or is in the 
process of being built.

It can range from little more than an artist’s impression of the property through to a property 
in a building construction that is nearing completion.

Units, townhouses and stand-alone properties can all be bought off-the-plan in locations 
ranging from inner city to regional areas.

Buying property off-the-plan has its merits and plenty of buyers have made a success of 
it. But there are also pit falls, particularly for inexperienced buyers.

Why buy off-the-plan?

There are a number of good reasons. You might want to tap into an investment market 
outside the state you live in (for example, a Sydney buyer who is interested in the Adelaide 
market) and don’t have or want to spend the time physically visiting and viewing properties.

Rather than looking at a resale property, where you want to have a clear picture of the 
property’s condition, buying into a brand new building can be a safer bet because you are 
guaranteed that there will be no wear and tear on the property.

Know the risks

While there are plenty of pros to buying off-the-plan, would-be buyers should also be 
mindful of the potential pitfalls associated with buying a property before it’s been built.

One of the most common myths about buying off-the-plan is that you can tap into 
tomorrow’s property prices today. This is generally a fallacy.

There is no guarantee that prices will continue to rise and there’s every danger that they 
may even fall before the property is complete, as history has shown. If that happens, you 
could find yourself saddled with a property that ends up being worth less than what you 
paid for it - and that could be a problem when it comes to financing.

If the lender values the property at less than the original purchase price, you may find 
yourself short of funds to complete the transaction at settlement. That could mean having 
to make up the difference out of your own pocket, a sum that could run into tens or 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in the worst-case scenario.
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Pick wisely

Buyers should be very wary of any promises made by developers or agents as a reason 
for buying into their development.

Ask the developer to show you their portfolio of completed projects as well as providing 
you with the opportunity to speak with previous customers.

As with any purchase, a testimonial from an independent and satisfied genuine customer 
of the developer can go a long way towards increasing the likelihood that your own buying 
experience will be a good one. 

It’s worth talking to friends, relatives and colleagues to get firsthand feedback on their off-
the-plan purchase experience. If you can’t get a suitable recommendation from someone 
you know, you should consider approaching a developer or agent with a few questions 
to ensure you are armed with all the relevant information before making a commitment 
to buy.

It’s also important to ask the developer how they are funding the new development and 
what will happen to the deposit that you are paying. Your deposit should be held in trust 
by an intermediary until completion of the property. 

If insufficient presales occur

Unfortunately not all apartments actually come to fruition. This is particularly the case for 
large high rise projects although smaller developments may also suffer this fate. Despite the 
lavish launch and large marketing spends not all developments attract sufficient presales 
interest (sales off-the-plan) and unless the developer has access to large amounts of 
equity the project is unlikely to be funded sufficiently to commence.

Fortunately in Australia, buyers are protected from losing their deposits should a project 
not proceed as deposit monies must by law be kept in a trust fund. The issue with a 
project not proceeding is it may take up to three years before a project is cancelled and 
the deposits are refunded. During this time a property investor may have missed out on 
many other investment options believing that they had secured an apartment and as such 
have been severely disadvantaged with regards to opportunity costs.

Caveat emptor

Successfully buying off-the-plan is not just down to finding the right developer. It’s important 
that you have a clear idea of what you’re buying so that you don’t end up disappointed.

For example, if you’re thinking of buying a 62 square metre two bedroom apartment, 
make sure that you have a good understanding of exactly how big that is. A simple way 
is to go and view a similar sized apartment in your area. It will be too late to change your 
mind once the property is built if you decide the size is too small for what you want.
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For investors, there are considerable advantages to buying off-the-plan. But as with any 
investment, due diligence is still important. It’s also important to have a sound investment 
strategy in place. All investment properties should be bought with the intention of holding 
for at least five to seven years if not longer.

Some developers will also help you to manage the property after it settles, whether 
through an in-house department or a relationship with a local agent.

This can be a big help for investors particularly when buying in another state. But it’s 
important to look closely at how many other new properties are coming onto the market 
at the same time to ensure you’ll be able to find tenants and achieve an attractive rental 
return. 

The developer may give you an indication of what kind of rental you should achieve upon 
completion of the property - but don’t take their word for it. Check with an agent in the 
area you plan to buy in as to how the rental market is performing and find out what 
comparable properties are renting for. 

It’s a good idea to ask for an independent rental evaluation to be carried out by a property 
manager in the area.

TAKING THE PLUNGE

So after doing your due diligence, you decide to go ahead. What then? 

You will need to sign a contract of sale and pay a deposit, usually of five or ten per cent. 
But before committing to anything, make sure you are clear on what you have signed up 
to and that everything that has been promised has been detailed in the contract. This 
includes every aspect of the fixtures and fittings, something which can be overlooked in 
the heat of the moment.

Aside from the building itself, the quality of the fixtures, such as bench tops, air conditioning 
units and ovens, can make a big difference. It’s well worth looking closely at the brands 
that the developer plans to use and making a note of these so that this can be checked 
before settlement. While it may be some time before you need to arrange a mortgage it is 
also well worth running the proposed off-the-plan purchase past your mortgage broker or 
lender to check that you’ll be able to secure finance.

Some lenders will not lend above a certain percentage on some developments if they are 
concerned about oversupply, so it’s better to find out before you buy, rather than a couple 
of months before settlement.

Make sure you are also well aware of when the development is scheduled for completion. 

Developments can vary greatly in the time they take to complete depending on their size, 
style and location. It is well worth having a lawyer review the contract before you sign to 
ensure that everything is in order.
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While a lawyer is unlikely to comment on whether or not you’re making a sound investment, 
they will certainly let you know if there are any concerns about the contract.

For a start, the conditions of the contract should be closely checked and advice obtained on 
the benefits or restrictions provided by the contract terms. For example, consideration should 
be given as to whether any penalties will apply if you pull out of the contract. 

The road to settlement

Once the contract has been signed there is not much else you need to do before 
settlement approaches. 

Most developers will keep you informed with the progress of construction and you should 
receive photos of the building at regular intervals as it takes shape. If your purchase is an 
investment, then it’s a good idea to think about finding tenants for the new property well 
in advance of completion. 

Remember, mortgage repayments will be calculated from the day of settlement so you 
want to have tenants ready to take up residence from the earliest possible date. The 
developer may offer management services or recommend an agent that will look after the 
property, but don’t leave this to chance. 

You may also want to obtain quotes from independent agents to ensure you’re getting 
a fair deal on the fees you’re being charged as well as the rental return the property is 
expected to generate. 

There are other benefits for the buyers who have deposits now but who would like time to 
put a bit more money away before they take out their loan. Some off-the-plan purchases 
can take a couple of years to complete, so this gives the buyer quite a reasonable window 
of opportunity to add to their ten per cent down payment, which will mean a smaller loan 
once the property is completed. 

Buying an established home

If you are a first time property investor and you decide to buy an established home then 
you will have to find the right home. Once you have found an investment property, it will 
usually take between two or three months before you will be able to have somebody move 
in. In the meantime, you should plan the following:

• Home inspections
• Budgeting for paint and other supplies 
• Taking time off from work
• Finding a settlement agent or lawyer if necessary

Proper planning will help you transition into owning your new investment much easier than 
if you wait until the last minute to deal with these details. 
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CHAPTER 4 - 
WORKING WITH REAL ESTATE AGENTS 
(REALTORS)
If you are like many people, chances are good that you have looked around different 
neighbourhoods, seen a few homes that were for sale, visited a home open or two and 
then felt stuck. What is the next step? Approach the home owner? No; visit a real estate 
agent!

Finding the right real estate agent when buying an investment property depends on what 
you are looking for in a home. You may have to visit several agents before finding one 
that listens to your wants and needs. After all, they will be paid a commission once you 
have found a property, so you should be comfortable working with them during the house 
hunting process.

Choosing a real estate agent

There are a few ways to find a reliable real estate agent. For example, you can:

• Ask friends and family
• Ask other real estate agents
• Attend a few home opens and meet real estate agents
• Find ads online or in the newspaper
• Look for a property investment specialist
• Walk into a local office
• Look for local agents in your neighbourhood by paying attention to for sale signs in 

the suburb

Asking plenty of questions before looking at houses may seem like a lot of work, but when 
you visit a real estate agent for the first time, you should think about questions that will 
help you get to know this person who is going to help you find your investment. The five 
best questions to ask are:

1. Are you a qualified real estate agent? (Many financial planners also market property 
and sometimes their range of offerings may be limited)

2. How long have you been in the real estate business?
3. Which suburbs are you the most familiar with?
4. How many homes do you have that will fit my needs?
5. What is your typical commission on a home in my price range?

Once you have asked these questions, you should be looking for honest and complete 
answers, good communication and eye contact. These are questions that the agent should 
have practice answering and should not have to give you a standard ‘salesperson’ answer. 
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If you feel uncomfortable, then you are under no obligation to continue with this agent 
unless they have some good property matches to show you. Normally, if an agent does 
not have properties that fit what you are looking for, they will recommend you to another 
agent in their company. This is also a good sign because it shows that the company is 
looking out for your interests and the interests of its employees.

You should also pay attention to:

• How well your agent listens to what you are looking for
• How well they understand current real estate law
• How many other clients they seem to have
• How they speak to their co-workers
• How often they communicate with you on the phone or email

In the end, you will have to be the judge of the real estate agent. If they know what they 
are talking about, can find the information you need quickly and are willing to take the time 
to listen to what you need, then you should work very well with them.

In some cases, you may be asked to sign an agreement that states you will only be 
working with a specific real estate agency or agent when looking for a home. You are 
under no obligation to sign this paperwork and you are advised against this practice. 
While these agreements are not totally binding, it could make buying a home more difficult. 
Only sign agreements if you feel comfortable.

During your search for a real estate agent, you will find a variety of agents that will want to 
work with you. These include:

• Experienced agents
• New agents
• Pushy agents
• Absentee agents
• Hard working agents

While all real estate agents have different personalities, you will have to decide which ones 
you will want to work with when looking for your investment property.

USING A BUYER’S AGENT – PROS AND CONS

An emerging trend in real estate is the engagement of a buyer’s agent to help you find a 
property. This trend is normally strongest when the market is ‘hot’ and good properties 
are difficult to find. In this instance the buyer (you) will pay the buyer’s agent a commission 
and not the seller.
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Pros

• A buyer’s agent will be your advocate and not the seller’s. Except in a sale by owner 
transaction, the seller will have an agent in their corner to protect their interests. 
A buyer’s agent, who is required to act in your best interest, can help to level the 
playing field and will help you through the home buying process from beginning to 
end.

• Using a buyer’s agent could save you a great deal of time. While scouring the local 
real estate listings on the internet, driving around suburbs that appeal to you looking 
for ‘for sale’ signs and attending home opens can be informative and fun - it can 
also be time consuming. If you use a buyer’s agent, once they know what kind of 
home you want and where you want to invest, they can direct your attention to those 
properties most likely to satisfy your needs and alert you to new listings that fit your 
criteria.

• A buyer’s agent can be invaluable if you are investing in a new city or town. Their 
knowledge of the market can steer you to the most appropriate neighbourhoods 
and can provide information on important issues like schools and property taxes. 
They will also have local contacts with professionals such as home inspectors, loan 
officers and valuers to help you through the purchasing process.

• A buyer’s agent can help you to avoid costly mistakes by pointing out a home’s 
potential problems.

• An experienced buyer’s agent can help you negotiate the best price for a home 
by providing information on the recent selling prices and appraised values of 
comparable homes and advising you as to current price trends in the market. For 
example, if most homes are selling for well below their asking prices, they can help 
you determine the best bid.

Cons

• If a buyer’s agent is paid a commission based on the purchase price of the home 
you buy, the agent may not have an incentive to help you negotiate the lowest price.

• If you are willing to do the legwork to locate your property investment home on your 
own and are confident in your knowledge of local real estate values, you might be 
able to negotiate a lower price on a home by dealing directly with the seller’s agent.

• By educating yourself with the right resources on home buying you might be able to 
save the money and put it to use straight away in improving the value of the home.

• By educating yourself in real estate you are developing a skill base that could serve 
you well for many more times to come and minimising the need for a buyer’s agent 
in future transactions.
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Experienced agents versus new agents

This is an age-old debate that should be addressed. While an experienced agent may 
have sold more homes and earned more commissions, new agents can be just as helpful 
and need to get some sales under their belt, which may prompt them to work harder for 
you. 

While you should ask about their experience, you should take into consideration other 
traits such as the ability to listen and willingness to only show you homes in your  
price range. 

There are experienced agents out there who will drag their feet because they are over 
confident or they are not as interested in their jobs as they once were. Experienced agents 
may know more about different neighbourhoods, but some of them are not as proactive 
as they used to be.

You should not let inexperience deter you when looking for an agent. Often new agents will 
work harder because they want to gain a reputation that they can use to build confidence 
in their future clients.

Pushy agents

Unfortunately, you will meet real estate agents that will want to sell you more home than 
you need. In an effort to earn larger commissions or to sell those properties that are more 
difficult, many agents will try this tactic. This is where you will need to stand firm. You do 
not want to waste your time looking at homes that are beyond your price range unless you 
can find a way to lower the price. 

While looking at possible homes is exciting at first, you will grow weary of spending all your 
available time looking for a home. If an agent keeps showing you homes that are out of 
your price range, then you should consider finding another agent. 

Absentee agents

Absentee real estate agents are those agents who show you a few homes and then 
disappear for a few weeks. These agents may be overworked, may not be able to find 
a home in your price range or neighbourhood, or have higher priced commissions to 
find. Whatever the reasons, this is unprofessional behaviour and should be rectified 
immediately.

If an agent does not have homes in your price range or neighbourhood, they should 
recommend another agent in their agency. Agencies never want to lose customers. If your 
agent does not do this, find a new one. 

Even agents that are overworked have time to make a quick phone call. If you do not hear 
from your agent in a week after your last meeting, find another agent. 
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Hard working agents

These are the best agents to find. If you find an agent like this one, do not lose them. 
These are the agents that will follow every lead, pass your wants and needs to another 
agent and try their best to find you an investment property. You should expect to see a 
handful of homes when working with an agent like this one. 

Now that you know more about what to look for in a real estate or buyer’s agent, you 
should feel a little more comfortable about working with one. They can be an invaluable 
source of information when you want to know more about homes, neighbourhoods and 
other questions about the communities you are looking at. 

When looking at homes with your real estate or buyer’s agent, you should ask questions 
about the home, the neighbourhood, the city or town and any other questions you need to 
know in order to make an informed decision. Part of your agent’s job is to research homes 
and neighbourhoods so they can answer questions that may come up. 

PREPARING TO SEE HOMES WITH YOUR AGENT

Create a list

Once you have found an agent you are comfortable with, you will want to make the most 
of your time when house hunting. Giving your agent a list of what you are looking for will 
help narrow the search and save everyone some time. Your list should include:

• Your price range
• Number of bedrooms you want
• Number of bathrooms
• Size of property
• Heating and air conditioning
• Garage
• Neighbourhood
• Any other amenities or features you would like

Giving your agent a list of your preferences will allow them to spend more time researching 
homes that fit the criteria. You should list these amenities from greatest to least important 
because no established home is perfect and you will not get everything you want or need. 
Let your agent know that you are flexible, but that you really want to concentrate on 
certain items when looking for a home.

Viewing homes

When looking at homes with your agent, be sure to ask any questions you may have. 
While these questions may seem trivial, they may prove important in the future. 
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Common questions people ask their agents are:

• How old is the home?
• How many owners has the home had?
• What kinds of renovations have been done to the home?
• How old is the plumbing?
• Why are the owners selling?
• How old is the carpeting and flooring?
• How old are the windows?

While your agent may answer some of these questions before you ask them, you should 
ask any questions that may influence your decision to buy this property. If you do not want 
to put too much work into fixing up the home, you may want to buy a home that is ten 
years old or less. 

If your agent does not know all of the answers to your questions, they should be able to 
find out and will give you an answer within a day or two.

Taking pictures

One of the best ways to remember the homes you have seen is to bring your camera 
and take pictures. Get permission from the agent first before taking pictures of another 
person’s home. 

Many times, after looking at a few houses, you will forget how big the kitchen in home 
number two was in comparison to home number five. Having pictures will give you a 
better idea of the dimensions and how much room you will have to work with. You can 
also use the images on the various property websites as a reference.

Narrowing down your choices

After a few weeks of viewing homes that fit what you are looking for, you should be close 
to finding a home that you will want to make a bid on. If you have other homes you would 
like to see or you have changed your mind as to what you are looking for, you should tell 
your agent so that they can look for other homes. 

Often, if a person likes the neighbourhood but not the home they were shown, they will 
want to see other homes in the neighbourhood that are for sale. You should ask to see all 
of the homes available in a neighbourhood that you like. 

If you still haven’t found a home you like, you may need to change the neighbourhoods you are 
looking at. While this can seem disappointing, your agent will be happy to show you homes 
in different neighbourhoods. Sometimes if you compare homes to one another, you will find 
redeeming qualities in a home you have already seen. 
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Once you have found a home that you like, you should make an offer. Contact your agent 
as soon as you can so they can draw up the paperwork. Make an offer as soon as you 
can in order to avoid a bidding war. 

Bidding can be long and drawn out in some cases. If you do not have the time to wait 
out a bid or if you cannot bid any higher, then you may be looking for another property 
to purchase. While this can set you back, you should try to stay positive and find an 
investment that is right for you. 

Your agent should be there to guide you along during this time. Ask all the questions you 
have before making any offer on a property.

Information agents should tell you

There is plenty of information that agents can tell you about the homes you will be viewing. 
Things they should tell you include:

• The price of the home
• The age of the home
• Any renovations that have been done
• Any other issues with the home
• Property taxes
• Community dues or strata fees (if appropriate)
• Schools
• Neighbourhood crime rates
• The median age of those who live in the neighbourhood

Usually, if an agent does not have the information you request on hand, they will be able 
to look it up once they are back at their office. You should be able to find out all the 
information you need to know from your agent in order to make an informed decision 
about buying a home. Agents are required by law to give you information concerning 
repairs, damage and the history of a home. This includes any incidents that have occurred 
inside the home such as criminal activity, fire, and other events.

You can also do a little research of your own by using the internet which has become a 
wonderful tool to use when searching for an investment. You can research past events that 
have taken place in the neighbourhood, the home itself, or the town where you want to 
invest. Knowing a little history may prompt you to look elsewhere or make an offer.

Other information agents can tell you include:

• Home owner price reduction 
• Prices of other homes in the area that are comparable to the one you are looking at 

buying
• How quickly the owner wants or needs to sell their home
• How much you will have to pay in property taxes each year (on average)
• Other fees that may be levied
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Your agent is a person that should be well acquainted with the neighbourhoods you  
are looking at when buying an investment property. Don’t be afraid to ask plenty of 
questions. 

Negotiations with sellers

Most people who sell their homes are working with an agent. This agent is known as a 
seller’s agent. If you choose not to hire a buyer’s agent, you will be dealing with a seller’s 
agent who is looking out for the home owner’s interests and not yours. 

Negotiating with agents can take a week or more depending on how high you are willing to 
go and how low the owners are willing to go. This can become an even more complicated 
process once you introduce a home inspector. After an initial home inspection, if you feel 
there are repairs that should be made prior to the sale of the home, or if you want a price 
reduction because of the repairs you will have to make, you will have to negotiate with the 
owners to settle on a fair price. Without an agent, you will have to do all this work yourself.

Paperwork

When buying a home, there is a lot of paperwork that must be completed before the 
settlement (or the closing). This paperwork can include:

• Offers
• Counter offers
• Home inspection reports
• Home appraisal reports
• Fixture lists (items that come with the home and items you would like removed)
• Convenants
• Annexures
• Conditions of sale
• Sale plans/floor plans

Filling the paperwork out is not difficult, but it can take some time. 
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CHAPTER 5 - 
HOME INSPECTIONS
As indicated previously, newly built homes are generally recommended as a better 
alternative for most property investors but if you are convinced that the established home 
you are considering is a better investment alternative, we recommend one more step - 
appoint an independent home inspector. A home inspection will give you a chance to 
discover more about the home before you purchase it in case there are serious problems 
with the foundations, mould issues, or underground leaks. If so, you will be better prepared 
to ask for repairs, a reduced price or walk away from the deal. 

The importance of home inspections

Finding a home does not mean that your investigative duties are over. Although most 
states do not require inspections, your lender may require at the very least a pest (termite) 
inspection that will need to be conducted before they agree to approve your finance 
application. If there are termites or other insects, the home owners will have to take care 
of the problem before they sell the home.

But what about full home inspections? Are they worth it? In most cases, the answer is yes. 
Although you will have to pay for a home inspection, it may save you a lot of money in the 
long run. A thorough home inspection will include checking the following:

• Electrical systems
• Heating and cooling systems
• Foundations 
• Structural elements
• Roof
• Insulation
• Doors and windows
• Plumbing

If you are buying an established home, it is best to have an independent inspection before 
signing the final paperwork. Once the inspection report comes back, you will have the 
opportunity to ask the homeowners for a price reduction, go ahead and buy the home 
anyway, or ask the homeowners to make the necessary repairs before buying. You will 
receive a varied reaction from homeowners and often, they will agree to lower the price 
a little. 

When drawing up an initial offer for the purchase of the property, you should include a 
statement that allows you to withdraw your bid if any repairs are not taken care of or the 
price is not lowered due to the results of the the home inspection. 
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Having a home inspection will give you peace of mind when you are buying a property. 
Since you are likely to be taking out a mortgage, it is important to know what you will 
be buying and the amount of money you will have to invest after purchasing the home. 
A home inspection will also help you make your final decision whether to purchase the 
property or to keep looking for another. 

How to find a home inspector

There are a few places to turn to when looking for a home inspector:

• Your real estate or buyer’s agent
• References from friends and family
• The phone book or internet
• Contractors

Ask around to see if you can get references from other homeowners or investors that will 
give you a thorough report. Many home inspectors work freelance and only work certain 
days during the week. They are trained in home inspection and many are retired contractors, 
builders, electricians and plumbers who know what they are looking for. 

When you find a few home inspectors, give them a call and ask the following questions:

• How long have you been inspecting homes?
• How much do you charge per hour?
• What do they look for when inspecting a home?
• What types of reports should I expect?
• What days during the week are you available?

A thorough home inspection should take an inspector about three hours to complete. This 
will give you an idea of how much the inspection will cost.

Once you have asked these questions, find out if your lender has specific inspections that 
the home must pass before you will receive a home loan. If the inspector can complete 
these inspections along with the home inspection, then it is worth the time and the money 
to have the inspector complete all inspections on the same day.

It is up to you if you would like to be present for the inspection or not. Often the reports 
will be enough to give you a clear idea of what needs to be done. After the inspection 
is complete and the reports have been completed, it is up to the homeowners to either 
make the repairs necessary or lower their asking price. 

If the repairs are minor and will not require too much money to repair, they will usually 
agree to make the repairs. If you would like to absorb the costs of the repairs, then you 
can offer to do so. You should receive this decision in writing so that there is no confusion 
during the final walk through before settlement. At the settlement, you should have all 
your paperwork, including the independent inspection reports, with you in case there is 
a discrepancy.
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What to expect from a home inspection

A home inspection can unearth many problems you did not notice during your visits to the 
home. Typical findings include:

• Crumbling foundations
• Structural damage to floors, walls, and ceilings
• Water damage inside and outside the walls
• Termite damage
• Use of asbestos
• Posts in poor condition
• Heating and cooling systems need to be cleaned or do not work properly
• Roof needs repair
• Broken or leaking pipes
• Electrical wiring not functioning or broken
• Broken water fixtures or light fixtures
• Windows that do not open
• Uneven doorways
• Improper insulation
• Mould
• Septic tank issues
• Hazardous chemicals

Most homes will only experience a few minor issues, but some older homes may have 
more problems than they are worth. The damage to the homes could cost you thousands 
of dollars if you are unaware of the damage prior to purchasing the home. While disclosure 
of some problems is mandatory, many homeowners do not even know that some of these 
problems exist until they try to sell their homes.

On the day of the inspection, you should expect to hear about some problems. You 
should be given a detailed report of the findings that will outline drastic problems and 
those that can be fixed easily. 

Some lenders will not approve the home loan until the problems are fixed and another 
inspection is conducted. 

Specific places that should be inspected

When interviewing home inspectors, make sure you ask whether the following areas will 
be inspected:

• Chimney and fireplace
• Crawl spaces
• Swimming pools
• Smoke detectors and appliances
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These are important areas that can be very costly to repair once you have purchased the 
home. Many homeowners are willing to replace a chimney cap or remove mould. You 
should make sure that these areas are inspected prior to the settlement. You should also 
inspect these areas during the final walkthrough.

Termite inspection

A termite inspection is a separate inspection that will give you an idea of structural 
damage to the home that has been caused by termites and other pests. This inspection 
is required by most lenders before they will lend or approve the money to purchase the 
home.

Termite inspections are not covered under the standard fee of a home inspection, so you 
may have to pay for the inspection unless the homeowners are willing to do so.

The inspection should take about an hour and will entail the inspector looking at the 
foundation of the home to see if there are termites or other insects such as ants, or 
fungus that is destroying the wood. The inspector will also conduct an inspection inside 
the home as well. Since termites can live in different weather conditions, you should have 
the inspection done even if you live in an area that has lower temperatures than other 
regions. 

Termites can be removed using an insecticide that is specially designed to kill termites 
and their eggs, but the damage left behind can be immense. If the home has been 
infested for a long time, then it may be beyond repair. 

You will then have to discuss a reduction in price, repairs being made to the property, or 
walking away altogether. 

How homeowners will react

How the homeowner will react to the results of the home inspection could determine whether 
you continue pursuing the property or whether you let it go and find another one. 

Homeowners have their own agenda when it comes to selling their home. These include:

• Buying another home
• Moving to another state
• Using the money to pay for family medical emergencies
• Retirement
• Making money on an investment property

This means that there are varying degrees as to what they are willing to pay for and what 
they are not willing to pay for. If the homeowner is not in a rush to sell, then they may 
contest the findings and refuse to repair certain items. If they need to make as much 
money as possible, they may agree to lower the price a little or make repairs that cost 
the least on the list.
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You will have to make some tough decisions at this point. If the repairs needed on the 
home are required by your lender, you can:

• Try to find another lender
• Try to get the homeowners to pay for the repairs
• Pay for the repairs yourself
• Walk away from the property

Whichever decision you make, you will have to live with the consequences. 

Homeowners know they are taking risks when selling older homes. But what about new 
homes? If your new home does not pass inspection, it is up to the builder to make the 
necessary repairs. You should make sure this is included in the contract before signing it. 

If you are buying a property that homeowners have already moved out of, you may be able 
to get the repairs paid for without having to be too pushy. If the homeowners are paying 
another mortgage, they are eager to sell and may opt to pay for the repairs upfront or give 
you a price reduction. This will depend on the circumstances. There is always a certain 
amount of luck that goes into buying an investment.

Ways a home inspection can lower the final price

Even though you will have to spend money upfront for a home inspection, you may save 
more money than you anticipated once the results come back. This is especially true for 
older homes or new homes that were not built using the right materials or according to 
safety codes.

There are a few ways you will be able to negotiate a lower price on the home before 
signing the final contracts.

• Ask homeowners to make repairs 

 This is the best way to save money on your new home. While you will not see a 
reduction in the final price of the home, you will not have to make as many repairs 
down the road. Also, you will not have to worry about the repairs once you have 
taken possession of the home. 

 While all homeowners are different, you should be aware that many do not want 
to make repairs unless the home absolutely cannot be sold in the condition it is in 
because it will endanger the new owners. Even minor repairs may pose a problem 
for homeowners. You should be firm, but friendly when negotiating this part of the 
contract. If you do not want to make these repairs and you strongly feel that the 
repairs should be made by the homeowner, you can still walk away from the home 
and find another.

 You should give homeowners a week to think about making the repairs. Most 
homeowners will make their decision quickly because they want the sale to go through.
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• Ask homeowners for a price reduction 

 If the homeowners do not want to spend money on the repairs that you have 
requested, they may agree to drop the final price of the home. While the price 
reduction will not be too drastic, any reduction is a good one since you will have to 
make the repairs yourself. 

 If the homeowners suggest a reduction in the final price, you should consider the 
offer and find out how much the repairs will cost you. If it seems like a fair deal, then 
take it. If not, you can always ask for a larger reduction. Most buyers and sellers 
eventually agree on a price that will suit both parties.

• Ask homeowners to pay for all the settlement costs 

 Another way to save money without relying on the homeowners to pay for the repairs 
is if they agree to pay the settlement costs on both sides. This will free up some of 
your money so that you can make the repairs yourself.

 You may have to have a separate contract drawn up that will explain what the 
homeowners are responsible for paying and what you are responsible for paying. 
This will make buying the home much easier.

 Any agreements that you make with the homeowners should be made in writing. 
Verbal agreements do not stand up in court and are not common practice among 
real estate lawyers and agents when they are settling a deal. Your agent should 
make this clear to you at the beginning of the home buying process. 

 Do not be discouraged if there seems to be a lot of paperwork. This is necessary 
and the usual standard practice for those who want to protect themselves from 
wrong doing and lawsuits later on. 

The final walk through

On the day of the settlement (closing), you should have a final walk through whether you 
are purchasing a new home or an older home. Final walk throughs are a way for you to 
determine if there is anything else you will need to discuss, get in writing, or have changed 
before you sign the paperwork. 

The final walk through will include you, the homeowners, real estate agents and if necessary, 
your lawyer. Unfortunately, many buyers skip the final walk through in anticipation of 
owning the home quickly. But you should have one more walk through just to be sure.
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The benefits of a final walk through include ensuring:

• All repairs that were conceded by the homeowners have been made
• Additional repairs are not necessary
• Walls are intact
• Plumbing is intact
• Toilets flush properly 
• The garage door opens properly
• Doors and windows open and close properly
• All appliances that were remaining are still in the home
• Appliances are in good working condition
• Electrical systems are working by turning on all lights 
• All junk is removed from the yard as per prior agreements
• The property is clean and tidy

In some cases, you will never meet the homeowners. If they have moved before putting 
the house on the market, you may be dealing directly with the homeowner’s lawyer or 
agent. It is still a good idea to ask questions about the home before signing the final 
paperwork. 

The settlement (closing)

The settlement is your last chance to ensure things are per the contract, to bring up any 
concerns and to ask the homeowners any questions you may have about the home and 
the property. 
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CHAPTER 6 – 
FINANCING YOUR PROPERTY 
INVESTMENT
The benefit of borrowing to invest

Borrowing money to invest (leveraging) has risks – mainly the risk you can’t afford to pay 
back your lender. However, borrowing smartly can also effectively increase the returns 
from property investments in two ways: 

1. Leveraging can multiply the gain of your initial cash deposit 

 In simple terms, leveraging an investment means you can invest in more than would 
otherwise be possible and if your investment goes up in value, the return on your 
initial deposit is multiplied, as demonstrated in the following table.

Purchase
Own money 
(Investment) Borrow Sell Capital gain

Return 
on initial 
investment

$200,000 $200,000 $0 $220,000 $20,000 $20,000

$200,000 $20,000 $180,000 $220,000 $20,000 $20,000 less 
costs

 While this example shows the outcome of a property gaining in value, it’s important 
to note that if your property loses value, your losses will also be multiplied. This may 
result in you owing more than the property is worth.

2. Leveraging can improve after-tax results

 While borrowing involves paying interest, this and other loan costs are tax deductible. 
Where the overall cost of an investment property exceeds the income received 
from rent, called negative gearing, it can result in the investor having a lower overall 
taxable income. The benefit can be a significant tax saving, although the overall 
value of negative gearing depends on each individual’s circumstances. 

Negative gearing 

Negative gearing is regarded by many people as the ultimate goal in property investing, 
but this is not necessarily the case for everyone.

Not all investment properties are negatively geared. If your investment property earns 
more in rent than the overall cost of the finance, it is effectively positively geared and you 
will need to pay tax on the difference. This is not necessarily a bad thing, it depends on 
your financial situation, how much cash flow you require and how much the property 
gains in capital growth before you sell it. If you are unsure, it is always beneficial to seek 
professional advice on matters relating to tax.
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However most properties will be negatively geared because the cost of servicing a loan 
is usually greater than the rent received. The following example explains negative gearing 
in a simple way. 

Negative gearing: an explanatory example

An investor purchases a unit for $300,000, depositing $50,000 of their own 
money and borrowing the remaining $250,000. 

The interest rate on the loan is 7 per cent per annum, or $17,500 for one year 
(interest only loan), while the weekly rent is $300, or $15,600 a year. Ongoing 
costs including council rates, water, property management, insurance and 
maintenance are $2,600 each year. 

Overall income for the year will be $13,000 (rent minus ongoing costs). However, 
because annual repayments are $17,500, this results in a loss or ‘shortfall’ on the 
property of $4,500. The investor’s annual taxable income is effectively reduced 
by the amount of the loss, which will result in less tax owed to the Australian Tax 
Office (depending on how much other income they earn from salary and other 
investments). 

Disclaimer: examples are for explanatory purposes and to be used as a guide only 
for the purpose of gaining an understanding of the subject matter in question. 

Financing your new property investment can be the most frustrating part of the whole 
process. This is the time when you will figure out how to pay for the investment. 

Get organised 

Before you even go looking for a property you need to find out how much you can 
borrow which can vary between lenders and may even be higher than you feel you can 
comfortably afford.

It’s extremely important to be realistic and determine the loan amount you can effectively 
manage over the long-term to allow you to realise your future plans. 

Think about how the loan will affect your lifestyle and how you want to live over the next ten 
to fifteen years and then customise your approach to suit. Always factor in an additional 
margin of around two per cent on repayment figures to give you room to breathe and to 
build a buffer for any future interest rate rises.

To prepare for the loan application, you need to be aware that the lender will assess three 
key areas: your income, assets and liabilities. In addition, they will look at the size of your 
deposit, the value and type of property you are looking to purchase and of course your 
credit history.
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In terms of income, the lender will need to see some form of documented evidence of your 
earnings and how your income is derived. Recent pay slips and group certificates from at 
least the last two years are commonly requested by most lenders.

Credit reports are also a routine part of the lender’s assessment and include reviewing not 
only your credit cards but any other financial commitments you have. 

It is also worth knowing a few other things in relation to how you are assessed:

• Remember that high limits on credit cards can damage your servicing capacity as 
the repayment is calculated on the maximum facility, NOT the current balance of the 
card;

• In general, you will need to demonstrate a genuine savings pattern of between 
three to six months which usually equates to between five and ten per cent of the 
property’s value, but some lenders will view accelerated personal loan and car loan 
repayments as an acceptable form of genuine savings. High numbers of credit 
enquiries may label you as a habitual credit seeker which can lead to an application 
being declined, even if the rest of your credit history is relatively clean;

• Lenders will also look at your dependents (generally anyone you are supporting 
financially) and determine how that will affect your ability to service a loan;

• Loan approvals and borrowing capacities can be affected if a property falls outside 
the residential norm, including some in rural and remote areas, dual use properties 
and those that don’t fall within a minimum size requirement. Make sure you fully 
disclose the ‘style’ of property you are intending to buy and ask questions to avoid 
wasting time.

The importance of a good financier

Having a sound relationship with a financier can provide unique benefits to the property 
investor, including: 

• Faster application and approval times 
• The potential for greater loan value where the financier has a sound understanding 

of an individual’s finances 
• Inclusion of rent in the assessment 
• Strategies to defer finance on a new property purchase while you sell a current 

property
• The possibility for limited recourse loans, where the debtor has limited claim in the 

event of a repayment default 
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Using a mortgage broker

Establishing a relationship with a mortgage broker can bring you significant benefits. A 
good mortgage broker will offer advice as to which lender is offering the most appropriate 
product to suit your individual requirements and needless to say this will save you a lot of 
time shopping around. It is this element of choice which has seen the broker industry grow 
dramatically in Australia. However, the real value of a mortgage broker who is experienced 
and well versed in investment property finance is that they will have their finger on the 
pulse with regards to loan structures and credit policy.

As with most things, it’s the quality of the person you deal with that will determine the 
success of the relationship.

What to look for in a mortgage broker

Q. What is a broker and why should property investors consider using one?

A: A mortgage broker acts as an intermediary between the borrower and lender.  
Their primary role is to advise the borrower and recommend mortgage loans. 

Property investors are most likely to use mortgage brokers because they offer a 
range of value added and personalised services that should result in a positive and 
uncomplicated home purchasing experience. They may also require more help with the 
process of loan applications.

Q. What should borrowers look for in a broker; qualifications, experience, 
accreditations or client references?

A: The most important factor in choosing a broker is ascertaining their levels of 
professionalism and education.

Mortgage Brokers are nationally regulated by the Australian Securities & Investment 
Commission (ASIC). It’s important that your chosen broker either holds an Australian 
Credit Licence (ACL) or is operating as an Authorised Credit Representative of an ACL 
holder.

The Mortgage and Finance Association of Australia (MFAA) is Australia’s peak industry 
body providing services and representation to over 12,500 professional credit advisors, 
mortgage and finance brokers, so a membership to this body would be deemed a good 
guide.

The MFAA regularly launches consumer awareness campaigns to help property buyers 
identify accredited mortgage brokers and navigate complex and confusing messages 
in the mortgage market.
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Q.  What services can a broker offer to borrowers? 

A: A good mortgage broker can navigate a range of issues with the borrower to  
ensure the most appropriate loan is secured for their individual circumstances. 
Unfortunately, comparing home loans is not as simple as comparing rates alone. 
Flexibility of repayments, the levels of service offered by a lender and other features of 
the loan must be considered.

Q. Who does the broker operate on behalf of - the borrower or the lender?

A: The role of a mortgage and finance broker is twofold. Firstly they take the time to 
really understand the borrower’s financial situation. Secondly they advise on the depth 
and breadth of appropriate home loans available on the market. 

It’s important to remember the best deal is not necessarily the cheapest rate.

A good broker will examine your circumstances and future plans to recommend a loan 
that is right and can help build wealth. Many products seem to offer a great deal but they 
could have penalties, fees and charges you may not be aware of, or they may not offer 
the flexibility you require in the long-term. 

Q. What costs are involved in engaging a broker?

A:  In general, brokers do not charge a fee for accessing appropriate loan products. If 
the loan is approved and settled they are paid a commission by the lender. Brokers must 
disclose the commission structure and explain upfront any fees that may be payable by 
the borrower. 

TYPES OF LOANS TO PURCHASE YOUR INVESTMENT PROPERTY

Different loans suit different borrowers and the following snapshot outlines the most 
common home loan types and how they work. You should be familiar with these loans 
so that you will be able to make an informed decision when it comes to financing your 
investment.

1.  Standard variable rate 
Suited to: most borrowers 

How it works

Standard variable rate home loans are the most popular type of home loan.

The flexibility of a standard variable rate loan allows you to inject more money into your 
loan than required so you can pay off your principal sooner and consequently reduce your 
interest repayments. 

With this type of loan it’s also generally easier to switch loans, lock in a fixed rate  
and refinance.
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The variable interest rate is set with reference to a lenders cost of funds. Put simply, this 
is the cost that a lender has to pay, to access the money to lend to you. Until recently, 
this has determined largely with reference to the Reserve Bank of Australia’s (RBA) official 
cash rate.

The upside 

Flexibility: Standard variable home loan rates offer borrowers flexibility with a range of 
optional features, such as a redraw facility, offset account, extra repayments or access to 
a line of credit. These features can help you reduce the overall term and cost of your loan. 

The downside

Higher rate than basic: While a standard variable loan offers a range of features, the 
interest rate is generally slightly higher than a basic variable home loan rate.

A number of banks offer a complete range of facilities, including a savings account, credit 
card and offset account, all for just one annual fee.

Unexpected rate movements

Don’t assume that your lender’s variable rate will fluctuate in line with RBA cash rate. 
As we have seen in recent times, banks have shown their ability to raise their standard 
variable interest rates above and beyond RBA levels for individual reasons.

2.  Fixed rates 
Suited to: those who want the certainty of knowing what their repayments 
are each month 

How it works 

Fixed rate loans let you lock in an interest rate for a specified term, whether it’s for six 
months or ten years.  

At the end of your fixed term, the loan reverts back to a standard variable loan, unless you 
have a different agreement with your lender. 

Fixed rates can save borrowers in a rising rate environment. But if rates fall you may find 
yourself paying considerably more than the variable rate. 

The upside 

Certainty: You’ll know exactly what you’re paying, regardless of what happens in  
the market. 

Specials: Lenders often have specials on fixed rate products, so it helps to do your 
homework before making a decision.
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The downside

Little to no flexibility: You are locked into the loan for a set period of time so only commit 
if you’re confident you can see the loan term through.

Break costs: You may face significant break costs depending upon market interest rate 
movements. This is usually the interest and fees you would have otherwise been required 
to pay during the fixed term.

Knowing when to fix: Trying to beat the market with a fixed rate is very tough. There are 
different factors that influence the pricing of fixed and variable rate products.

As a rule of thumb, the lowest fixed rates are usually available when variable rates are 
between three and nine months off hitting their lowest level. But picking that point is very 
tricky. 

3.  Basic variable rate 
Suited to: any borrower who is looking for a ‘no frills’ loan solution with a 
lower variable rate

How it works 

Basic variable home loans are not the same as standard variable loans and it’s easy to get 
the two confused. Put simply, a basic variable home loan offers less `bells and whistles’ 
than a standard variable loan.

While a standard variable loan can be packaged up with an everyday savings account, 
offset account, credit card, and so on, a basic variable loan does not generally have these 
features.

The upside

Lower rates than standard: Basic variable loans generally have a lower interest rate 
because they do not have fancy features. Basic variable rates have been known to be 
lower than their standard rate counterparts by as much as 0.5 per cent per annum.

The downside

Rates can spike: Like a standard variable interest rate, basic variable rates can also 
fluctuate depending on changes to the RBA’s official cash rate or your lender’s individual 
monetary policy. A basic variable loan may also have restricted flexibility, like limitations on 
rate fixing.
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4.  No deposit or low deposit loan 
Suited to: people with no or low deposit

How it Works 

No deposit home loans are designed for borrowers with good income but who lack a full 
deposit. Even though lenders tighten their lending policies from time to time, there are still 
100 per cent loans on the market – but they are tough to secure.

In general terms a 95 per cent loan is the highest percentage loan you’re likely to secure, 
but these can be scarce too depending on market conditions.

Any loan above 80 per cent carries the additional cost of lender’s mortgage insurance 
(LMI) but this may be worth the expense if it means securing your property sooner.

Family pledge loans also allow you to use the equity in a relative’s property to cover your 
deposit and borrow the rest to buy the property. These kinds of loans are increasingly 
popular with first home buyers and investors, particularly those with parents who are keen 
to help them out.

The upside

No savings required: For those who pay rent, or are simply struggling to save up a five or 10 
per cent deposit, using family equity means you may still be able to secure a home loan.

The added benefit is that by reducing your loan with family equity, you can capitalise the 
LMI on top of the borrowing amount.

Concurrent Loans: Some lenders may offer a personal loan on top of a home loan to 
cover purchase costs such as stamp duty and legal fees. 

This loan may attract a different interest rate to the home loan and reduce the amount you 
will have to borrow under the home loan and therefore reduce your LMI risk.

The downside

High risk: No deposit loans carry a higher risk, not only for you as the borrower but 
also for any family member that guarantees the loan by putting up their own property as 
collateral. If you’re thinking of using family equity, make sure both you and your relative 
understand the risks and seek independent legal advice.

Terms and conditions: There are strict terms and conditions that apply to a no deposit 
loan and it helps to talk to a mortgage broker to determine your eligibility.
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5.  Line of credit equity loans 
Suited to: borrowers with fluctuating incomes, investors and those looking 
for rapid mortgage reduction

How it works 

A line of credit is essentially an interest only loan where the principal sum is either renewed 
or – another form of repayment structure is recommended to ensure that the debt is 
repaid. Borrowers can pay as little or as much toward the principal each month above the 
interest repayments.

This type of loan can be linked with a credit card that has an interest free period which, in 
theory, allows the borrower to drive down the principal sum by paying their income directly 
onto the loan. With a line of credit you can withdraw funds up to a maximum limit at  
any time.

The interest rate on a line of credit is generally variable and more costly than the standard 
rate.

The upside

Versatility: This product can be very powerful for disciplined borrowers with tight control 
of their finances. Borrowers who combine tight budgeting with effective use of their credit 
card facility can repay their mortgage years ahead of schedule.

Investors can also use their line of credit to quickly redraw any additional funds in the loan 
to make further investments.

Flexibility: A line of credit loan allows flexibility as there’s no minimum monthly repayment 
requirement. This is a useful option for those who can’t commit to regular repayments as 
income fluctuates from month to month.

The downside

Never ending debt: If not used effectively this product can add years to your repayments. 
Without a clear strategy borrowers can find themselves saddled with a loan that is never 
reduced.

Discipline: Living off credit can be tricky and it takes discipline. Budgeting is essential 
otherwise you could end up paying the same amount in interest as a standard loan – or 
even more.
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6.  Combination/split loans 
Suited to: borrowers looking to spread rate risk

How it works

Combination or split home loans effectively split the total amount you are borrowing 
between loan products – usually a fixed and variable interest rate home loan. This loan 
structure has two main benefits. It gives you some certainty that part of your repayments 
will be unaffected by interest rate fluctuations as well as the flexibility of a variable rate 
home loan.

This can result in saving time and money over the loan term. Essentially, what you get is 
two different loan products with the serviceability of one. A combination loan can be split 
a number of ways, not just 50:50. Your broker or lender can help you tailor your loan to 
best suit your needs.

The upside

Risk insurance: A combination loan lets you lock in a fixed interest rate for part of your 
loan amount, thereby reducing your exposure to changing market forces.

Flexibility: The variable rate portion of the loan leaves you with flexibility to make extra 
payments and redraws.

The downside

Over fixing: Be careful to ensure your tailored combination loan suits your needs. 

Break costs: There can be penalties for breaking the fixed rate term of the loan if you 
want to refinance or switch to a different loan structure.

7.  Low documentation loans 
Suited to: borrowers who are self-employed

How it Works

‘Low doc’ or low documentation loans are generally for those who are self-employed. 
They require less supporting documentation when it comes to confirming income, given 
the often complex structures of small businesses. Low doc loans can have fixed or 
variable rates as well as a range of features. Given the introduction of responsible lending 
provisions, it now becomes a breach for banks to lend – without having made ‘reasonable 
enquiry’ into the borrower’s ability to repay the debt. 

Low doc loans remain a product for borrowers who are not eligible for a conventional 
home loan. Lenders recognise that while self-employed borrowers may not be able to 
provide sufficient evidence of a stable income they are nevertheless ideal candidates 
when it comes to loan serviceability due to their business cash flow.
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The upside

High LVR’s: Low doc borrowers can generally borrow up to 80 per cent of a  
property value.

Non-banks: Some non-bank lenders may accept a loan to value ratio (LVR) of up to 95 
per cent.

The downside

Loan mortgage insurance: With higher borrowing comes higher risk. Most lenders will 
require the borrower to take out LMI, even if the LVR is around 60 per cent. Low doc 
borrowers can also find themselves paying a higher rate than full documentation loans.

Strict lending: Changing credit laws regularly impact on eligibility criteria for low doc 
loans. Mortgage brokers or lending institutions are always the best avenue for advice on 
this type of loan. 

8.  Non-conforming loans 
Suited to: credit impaired, self-employed, non-residents, new residents and 
no deposit borrowers 

How it works

If you can’t get a loan because you do not fit traditional lending criteria do not despair 
as you are not alone. One in five Australians are unable to obtain credit from a traditional 
lender often through no fault of their own.

If this is your situation, a non-conforming loan can be the answer. There are plenty of 
lenders that specialise in non-conforming loans. When looking for a lender, approach it the 
same way you would any other loan. Look for good rates and especially a good customer 
service rating.

Rates for non-conforming lenders are typically higher than those for banks but terms are 
more flexible and loans are more easily attainable.

The upside

Non-conforming home loans are now a lot more flexible than in the past. They may be 
available as a variable, fixed or split rate loan and may have many of the features of a more 
traditional loan, such as offset capabilities.

The downside

You can expect to pay more interest for a non-conforming loan. These loans will also 
attract higher fees.
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Different finance arrangements for different investors

There are also a number of strategies available to property investors to either increase 
cash flow or improve their overall financial position: 

• Interest in advance: This is a type of loan that allows an investor to pay the 
following 12 months interest in the current financial year, bringing forward these 
costs and increasing the overall tax deduction. 

• Invest through a Self-Managed Super Fund: Borrowing to invest in property 
may provide advantages to operators of a Self-Managed Super Fund (SMSF), in 
particular since they receive advantageous tax concessions. 

• PAYG variation: This strategy can help improve cash flow, where you have a 
negatively-geared property that will make a loss. It involves an application to the 
Australian Tax Office to reduce the amount of tax withheld from your regular salary 
(paid by your employer), thereby increasing your take-home pay. Rather than receive 
a lump-sum tax refund at the end of the financial year, the extra money can be put 
towards the ongoing cost of repaying your home loan. 

WHERE TO FIND A LENDER OR MORTGAGE BROKER

There are many places to find a mortgage lender, such as:

• Newspaper advertisements
• Television advertisements
• Family or friends
• Your current lender
• Your current bank
• Online

As you can see, finding a lender should not be too difficult. You may have to contact several 
lenders before you find a lender that will give you a loan that meets your needs. As previously 
indicated when you apply for a loan, the lender will check the following:

• Your credit history
• Your current income
• Income of co-signer
• References (professional and personal)
• Current interest rates based on the amount you are asking for
• Status of other loans you may have
• Number of years you have been eligible to work
• Number of years you have had credit

There are many factors that will go into your approval or denial of a home loan. You will 
have to be patient. You should contact a few lenders to see which ones will give you the 
best deal. Once the offers have been received, you will have to make some important 
decisions. 
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You should feel free to contact your lender at any time during the home buying process 
with questions and concerns you may have. In the instance of financing for an established 
property the lender is also likely to consider the following before granting you a loan:

• The home inspection report
• The termite inspection report
• The home appraisal

These reports are very important to a lender because they will tell the lender how much the 
home is actually worth and any damage that may lower the overall value of the property. 

APPLYING FOR A HOME LOAN

When applying for a home loan, you will have to bring all required information to the 
lender’s office, or if applying online, supply copies that are faxed to the lender. You will be 
asked additional questions that will help lenders determine if you are able to pay the loan 
back on time. 

These questions include:

• Number of years renting a home or apartment
• Late payments on credit cards and other loans
• Active loans (such as student loans or car loans)
• Number of years at your current job
• Additional income 
• Amount of the loan and number of years to pay it back
• Number of years living in an area
• Dependents that are living at your home
• Tax returns and bank statements

Applying for a loan can take a week or more. This is because background checks, credit 
checks and reference checks must be performed before the loan is processed. 

In the meantime, you should be concentrating on gathering your paperwork and sorting 
through your papers in case you cannot find everything the lender requests.

If you do not have your latest tax returns, you can contact your accountant and request 
them. Bank statements and bill statements from the past year should be enough to 
secure a loan. 

If you are turned down for a home loan, you will be notified as to the reasons why. This can 
be devastating, but you should find other lenders and try to apply again. If you have poor 
credit, you may need to go through a lender that specialises in granting loans to those with 
a less than perfect credit history. You may have to pay a higher interest rate, but at least 
you will be granted a loan. 
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Reasons for possible denial include:

• Poor credit history
• Length of time at your job is too short
• Income level for the amount of loan requested is insufficient
• Previous loan default
• Too much credit owing

Applying for a home loan can be stressful, but if you have good credit, steady employment 
and sufficient income you should have little trouble qualifying for a loan.

Using a mortgage broker is a great alternative. They have access to a wide range of 
lenders and will help identify the most appropriate home loan solution. 

WHAT NOT TO DO WHEN APPLYING FOR A HOME LOAN

There are a few things you should not do when applying for a home loan:

• Buy a new car
• Begin a new job
• Buy new furniture and other large items using your credit card/s
• Apply for a credit card
• Default on student loans or other loans, or outstanding bills

All of these actions will cause your credit profile to change which will give lenders an 
inaccurate view of your spending habits and your overall credit profile. If you take a job 
that pays less than you noted on your home loan application, your lender may not agree 
to grant you the loan. 

If possible, do not begin a new job until you have secured the loan and settled on the 
property. Try not to spend money using credit cards. Buy furniture and other items using 
cash, or wait until you have signed the final contract and are the homeowner.

INCREASE YOUR CHANCES FOR APPROVAL

There are a few ways to increase your chances for loan approval that will also help you 
determine what you will be able to afford each month:

• Pre-approval 

 Many experts agree that applying for a loan before you find a home and being pre-
approved will help you create a budget, buy an investment that is in your price range 
and help lenders make their final decision faster. Getting a pre-approval can also 
strengthen your bargaining ability when negotiating on the purchase of the property.
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• Only ask for the amount you will need 

 One way to increase your chances for a home loan is to not ask for more than you 
will qualify for. This means you will have to look at your income level, the amount of 
debt you have and the expected monthly mortgage payment. You should also factor 
in cost of living expenses because your lender will. Apply for the amount you will 
need and nothing more. 

• Pay off credit cards 

 If you are thinking about investing in a property in the next few years, you should 
prepare by paying off those credit cards and only using them for emergencies. By 
showing you have a zero balance on your credit cards, you will be showing lenders 
that you know how to use credit wisely and you have been paying your cards off on 
time.

• Always pay bills on time 

 This includes your electricity bill, rent, student loans and other bills that you may have 
to pay each month. By creating a track record that can be traced, you will be showing 
lenders that you are a responsible person who deserves to have a home loan.

TOP FIVE REASONS WHY BORROWERS ARE REJECTED 

1. The borrower can’t demonstrate savings history 

 Being able to demonstrate a track record of savings could make all the difference in 
securing a home loan. Lenders check bank accounts and other records for evidence 
of borrowers putting money aside, as this validates a borrower’s ability to make 
repayments. 

2. Loan serviceability 

 Continuity of employment and how long you’ve been with your current employer is 
taken into account when assessing security of income and loan serviceability. This 
is an issue for individuals who have taken time out of the workforce to raise children 
or for those who have recently started a new job. 

3. The borrower has credit rating issues 

 Lenders like to see a clean credit record and evidence of maintaining payments 
to previous lenders, landlords and/or service providers. Often borrowers submit 
applications with many lenders in the hope that one will say yes. However, this can 
cause havoc by reducing your credit worthiness. Something as simple as an unpaid 
phone bill due to dispute or shopping around for finance, that shows excess activity 
on your credit file, can be viewed as a negative by lenders. Basically, anything that 
may raise suspicion will be closely scrutinised and assessed for risk.
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4. The borrower can’t supply enough funds 

 Lenders need to be satisfied that in a worst-case scenario, they can sell your 
property for a sufficient amount to recover the cost of the loan. In the current climate, 
most credible lenders require borrowers to make a minimum contribution of ten per 
cent when purchasing a new property. 

5. Not enough equity to refinance 

 In cases of refinancing, applications are declined due to the lack of equity in the 
existing property. This could be the result of a property being undervalued or an 
outcome of changed real estate conditions. Insufficient equity is a likely result if 
someone purchased a property at a time when home sales and prices were up with 
only a small deposit made on the mortgage and prices have since plateaued or 
declined.

The bottom line is that anyone currently looking for a home loan needs to present themselves 
as a reliable, secure risk for those handing out the money. The best thing you can do for yourself 
is to be organised and over prepared. That way you’ll come across as a great candidate if you 
can demonstrate your ability to repay to the best of your ability.

HOW HOME APPRAISALS CAN AFFECT YOUR HOME LOAN 

Unfortunately, a home appraisal can affect the status of your loan. If the home appraisal 
comes under the selling price of the home, most lenders will not grant the loan. This can 
be frustrating or disappointing, but there are a few solutions that may work depending on 
the rules of the lender. The following options are available:

The homeowner reduces the selling price 

Depending on the appraised value in comparison to the asking price, some homeowners 
will be willing to lower the price of the home if they need to sell quickly. You should not 
count on this happening since many homeowners want to receive the price they are 
asking for. You may have no choice but to find another investment.

A higher deposit 

Some lenders will grant you the loan if you agree to pay a larger deposit on the home and 
assume the financial risk. This is only an option if you can afford to pay a larger deposit. 
Do not risk your financial security in these cases, it is just not worth it.

Dispute the appraisal 

You can send a letter to your lender disputing the appraisal or have another appraiser 
determine the value of the home. You will have to pay for this second appraisal, which 
may or may not yield the same results. There is no guarantee that your lender will accept 
the second appraisal.
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Find another lender 

This is a last resort move because it will postpone the settlement for another month or so 
and there is no guarantee that the lender will accept the appraisal.

Since home appraisals are required by most lenders, you should find out during the loan 
application process the policies the lender has when dealing with appraisals. If your lender 
will not accept a lower selling price, you putting a larger deposit, or other solutions to a low 
appraisal, you should consider finding another lender just in case there are any problems 
in the future.

Home appraisals are based on the recent sales evidence of homes in the neighbourhood, 
homes that are comparable in size, the housing market and the age of the home. While 
you can expect to hear different numbers from different appraisers, you will see that these 
numbers will usually not be too far off. 

The only real benefit of a low home appraisal is that it will tell the homeowners to list the 
home for less money so they will be able to sell it. In the meantime, you will have to find 
another home. 

HOW HOME INSPECTIONS CAN AFFECT YOUR HOME LOAN

While a poor home inspection will usually not deter a lender from granting a home loan, 
you should be aware that some lenders will not grant a loan if there is termite damage or 
structural damage to the home due to water or age. 

This will also lower the overall appraisal of the home, which could be another issue that 
lenders may have when deciding to approve a home loan. 

If the home inspection is not favourable, ask your lender what will need to be done in order 
to rectify the problem. Often removing the termites and correcting the water damage is all 
that will be needed. Many times homeowners will foot the bill for these types of repairs.

ADDITIONAL FEES FOR HOME LOANS

You may notice you will have to pay small fees throughout your financing experience. It 
seems that every piece of paper you sign, file or request will cost you some money. Here 
is a list of fees that you may be charged:

• Loan discount fee
• Lender’s inspection fee or appraisal fee
• Loan application fee
• Mortgage insurance fee
• Title search

These fees can add up, so you will want to be prepared and have a little extra in savings 
for when these fees come up. Most of these fees can be put off until the settlement but 
you should be planning for them in advance.
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Lenders mortgage insurance (LMI)

Most people know that if they default on their mortgage repayments, they will find 
themselves in an uncomfortable position that can result in their property being repossessed 
by the lender. The lender will then sell the property to recover the costs associated with the 
foreclosed loan. In the event the costs are not fully recovered, lenders mortgage insurance 
will be activated if a policy has been put in place. If the default mortgage is insured by 
a LMI policy, the mortgage insurer will pay any amount still not recovered by the lender 
after the sale of the property. This amount is paid to the lender to cover their shortfall/loss. 
Whilst the borrower pays for the LMI, it protects the lender, not the borrower.

LMI’s started in Australia in the early 1990’s and as a consequence of their introduction, 
have helped borrowers by allowing loans with loan-to-value ratios (LVR) that are higher 
than the traditionally accepted 80 per cent, to be approved. This has been useful for 
investors by opening the market for people with smaller deposits and allowing investors 
to reserve some of their capital by not placing so much initial equity in a property. It’s this 
lower initial equity that assists investors in making the most of the tax benefits of negative 
gearing through interest payments.

LMI premiums are typically paid by the borrower and can vary greatly amongst lenders 
fluctuating by thousands to several thousands of dollars. The cost of LMI can normally 
be added to the loan amount (capitalising mortgage insurance). If a loan requires LMI, the 
application may end up going through two approval processes. The lender will perform 
their assessment and then the mortgage insurer for their approval. The mortgage insurer 
can often be more stringent in their approval process than the lender and this can lead 
to significant frustration. As such it can be seen that a property investor seeking finance 
should not only be attuned to lenders policies but also the policies of mortgage insurers. A 
relationship with an experienced mortgage broker should be sufficient in navigating these 
processes and approvals and is highly recommended.
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CHAPTER 7 – 
TENANTS; THE LIFEBLOOD OF YOUR 
INVESTMENTS

How to attract and keep good tenants

Ensuring your property remains tenanted is critical to the long-term success of your 
property investment. When your property sits vacant it’s lost revenue and making 
mortgage repayments when no income is coming in may become a struggle.

This unfavourable scenario is easily avoided by purchasing a good quality investment 
property in a well established area that provides tenants with what they need. Here are a 
few handy hints you may want to consider to help you to attract and keep good tenants:

1. Buy where people want to live

There’s no point buying a gorgeous property if the nearest shops, schools, public transport 
and petrol stations are two hours away. It doesn’t matter how attractive a property is because 
if it can’t meet the lifestyle requirements of the tenants it is highly likely the property will remain 
vacant. Instead, focus on areas that provide good amenities and facilities such as employment 
prospects, transport, entertainment, education, retail, a vibrant community and public open 
spaces. Although it’s not critical, properties with attractive surrounds or views are often high in 
demand if the rent is not unreasonable.

2. Buy and maintain a good quality house

The better the home, the better the tenant it will attract. A well presented house is likely to 
attract a tenant who takes greater pride in their surroundings and it is more likely the home 
and gardens will be maintained to a higher standard. Simple things like new stainless 
steel appliances, fresh paint, clean floor coverings or manicured gardens will go a long 
way towards attracting better quality tenants who will take good care of your investment 
property and treat it like their own. You will also achieve a higher rental price for a well 
maintained property.

3. Buy for families

Families are more likely to stay in a rental property long-term. The effort required to move 
is a lot more daunting for a family compared with a young professional couple in an 
apartment. Also once children are settled into schools, parents are less likely to move 
them. Families often have a better track record of home maintenance and pride than a 
group of bachelors so don’t be afraid to rent your home to a family. Once they are settled 
in, you have a guaranteed income for a set timeframe so you can sit back, relax and let 
your investment work for you. 
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4. Be rent realistic

Be sensible and realistic with the rent. This is relative to the configuration and condition 
of the property, its location and the current state of the market. If your property has been 
inspected by various prospective tenants but received no applications, you may need to 
revisit the asking rent. Rent in certain areas can be very price sensitive so an amount as 
little as $10 per week can be the difference between attracting a quality tenant and having 
your property sitting vacant.

5. Look after good tenants

Good tenants are a real asset so when you find them, be sure to look after them.

If they pay their rent on time, keep the house neat and tidy and don’t disrupt the neighbours, 
you might like to acknowledge their efforts with a small token of appreciation such as a 
Christmas present or you may choose to maintain their rent at current levels rather than 
trying to get maximum dollar at every opportunity. This small gesture will be appreciated 
and remember, they are paying off your investment for you!

6. Choose a reputable property manager

If you’ve chosen to have the property managed, do your homework before selecting 
someone for your property. They will be representing you and your investment and it’s 
important that they have your best interests at heart, as well as the ability to be firm but fair 
with your tenants. Be sure to shop around, ask friends and family for recommendations 
and have a good understanding of the fees and charges before you sign on the dotted 
line.

Questions to ask your property manager

1. Does the agency have a dedicated rental department and how many staff will 
be looking after my property?

Many agencies place less value on property management over the more glamorous sales 
department and some even leave the management of a client’s assets to the front desk 
staff and receptionists. Ensure that your agent has a dedicated property management 
department.

2. Is a director/owner of the agency involved in the day-to-day management of 
the property management department?

You may find that in an agency where the director has an active involvement, the property 
management department will take the business of property management more seriously.
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3. How many years has the property manager been working in real estate?

Going to a brand name agency doesn’t mean their service is going to be any better. Many 
people start their career in real estate as receptionists and then move up to the property 
management department and some of the top performers move into sales. Yet some 
individuals choose property management as a career and this is the type of person who 
should be looking after your property. They should preferably have a minimum of four 
years experience in the industry.

4. Will the property manager give me a written proposal?

Some property managers just go out and look at your property and say, “Okay, we’ll 
put it on our books”. Look for someone who has put in the time and effort to present a 
professional image to you and gives you a written proposal.

5. What geographical area does the property management service cover? 

While you should be looking for a property manager with expert local knowledge, consider 
what your property portfolio will look like in a couple of years. Will you own a number of 
properties spread throughout the suburbs? You could either employ a specialist property 
manager in each geographical location or you could instruct a large property management 
company that covers a larger geographical area.

6. Does the property manager just hand out keys or do they attend property 
inspections with prospective tenants?

If they hand out the keys and let the tenant inspect the property on their own, move on 
to another agency. Too many things can go wrong with this approach and the security of 
your property is compromised.

7. How many properties does the manager look after?

A property manager who looks after too many properties may not have time to devote attention 
to your property. Some busy agencies have more than 250 properties per property manager. 
In general, this is far too many to give your property individual attention.

8. Do you have staff available to show my property to prospective tenants at 
least six days a week?

The hectic pace of life and the advertising of rental properties on the internet 24 hours a 
day means a good property manager must be available to show prospective tenants your 
property when it best suits the tenant. 

9. Do you have a system for checking prospective tenants’ credit worthiness, 
rental history and their current employment?

Ensure that your property manager subscribes to a major tenancy database and screens 
all prospective tenants carefully.
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10. Do you have a system that performs daily checks for rental arrears and takes 
the appropriate action immediately?

A good property manager who uses electronic funds transfer for rent collections and up-
to-date computer systems should be able to monitor rental arrears daily and minimise late 
rental payments by regular communication with tenants.

11. Will you go to court for me and what is your previous success rate? 

Unfortunately, you just might have to go to the tenancy tribunal to protect your rights as a 
landlord. If this happens you will need an experienced property manager to represent you 
as tenancy laws have become quite complex.
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CHAPTER 8 - 
BUILDING YOUR PROPERTY 
PORTFOLIO: A GUIDE FOR 
EXPERIENCED INVESTORS
The process of building a successful property portfolio is an ongoing one, requiring a 
sound plan and objective decision making. It is not simply a series of one-off events 
resulting in the purchase of properties. You can build a portfolio in this way, but it most 
likely won’t achieve above average long-term returns, which is usually the only reason why 
you would want to own multiple properties in the first place.

Ultimately, your goal is to create a portfolio that does the following:

• Achieves your objectives without exposing you and your family to undue risk
• Reduces volatility through diversification
• Maximises after-tax outcomes (and asset protection where appropriate) by way of 

various ownership structures and finance arrangements 

MANAGING RISK

Every investment involves risk and every investor should acknowledge their preferred level 
of risk before they invest. Knowing how much risk you are willing to take on, in other words 
knowing what type of investor you are, will help you make decisions in an objective and 
consistent manner. 

In a practical sense, a qualified financial advisor can help you work out where you sit on 
the risk spectrum. It is not simply a matter of how much risk you can bear before you 
endure sleepless nights. Your risk profile is dependent on a number of factors, all of which 
need to be considered when planning your property investment strategy: 

• How close are you to retirement and/or achieving your financial objectives? 

 Your exposure to risk should be equivalent to how much growth you need in your 
investments to achieve your goals, within reason. Investors that are a long way from 
retirement and those close to retirement and in a comfortable financial situation, 
may therefore scale down their exposure to risk. This is in fact a good investment 
strategy in order to protect your existing capital. Others, who want to actively build 
their wealth, will likely need to seek higher risk investments in return for potentially 
higher returns. 
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• How much equity do you have in your existing properties and other 
investments? 

 The amount of equity you have in existing properties will have a large bearing on 
what type of properties you purchase. Leveraging equity to invest is a widely used 
approach but it is important to know the risks involved, particularly when the strategy 
incorporates the family home. It is advisable to have your properties professionally 
valued on a regular basis to accurately determine your overall equity position. 

• How much excess regular income do you have?

 Equity is one part of the equation, while servicing your loans is another. When 
assessing your income, build in any changes that are likely to occur in your 
personal situation, for example, regular pay rises, a planned wage drop, a change in 
circumstances such as the kids moving out, plans to downsize your home and so 
on. 

• How much of a financial buffer do you want?

 There are two types of financial buffers to consider. The buffer between your overall 
income and loan costs (with allowance for multiple rate rises and possible vacancies 
in your properties), and a buffer of savings to enable you to service your loans in the 
event that you lose your job or are unable to work or if you have a serious and costly 
issue with one of your properties. 

• How concentrated is your current risk?

 Is your existing property portfolio concentrated in similar properties? Consider the 
importance of diversification. 

Diversification

To achieve diversification within a property portfolio, it is vital to consider your portfolio as 
a whole and not just the merits of individual properties. 

Diversification is about spreading risk so that poor performance within part of your portfolio 
can be offset by good performance across other assets. However, true diversification 
within a property portfolio can take time to achieve. Investors starting with one property 
have, by definition, a potentially highly volatile asset (price movements in that one property 
will reflect enormously on the overall portfolio value). By being selective and discerning 
with your subsequent property purchases, you can reduce that volatility as you build your 
portfolio. 
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Many investors are comfortable investing within a certain category of property or in a 
certain location. The challenge of successful property investing is to find value beyond 
your comfort zone, across different locations, building types and where appropriate, cash 
flow qualities. By doing this, you can optimise capital growth and rental yield potential, 
while reducing overall portfolio volatility. 

Location 

When diversifying by location, the importance of assessing land value is paramount. As 
indicated earlier in this book, land value is driven by scarcity, proximity to infrastructure/
attractions and convenience to transport options. Seeking good combinations of these 
factors will go a long way to helping find good land value. 

Give serious consideration to suburbs that may increase faster than the market average 
in future. Of course, speculation can be costly and you should only invest based on 
significant and justifiable reasons, such as the planned addition of major infrastructure of 
transport routes, or an anticipated land shortage resulting in scarcity. 

Property types

It may sound simplistic, but the key when considering property types is to focus on 
properties that will attract the majority of the population, the majority of the time. 

In this regard, houses are a very sound investment choice in part because Australians 
have a genuine desire to own or live in an individual space. Houses with a minimum of 
three bedrooms and open, adaptable living areas are desirable for the majority of tenants 
and future buyers. 

Newly built houses can provide a number of advantages as investments over comparable 
older houses. They are desirable amongst tenants and buyers, they can be designed and 
landscaped to an appropriate standard for a rental property (which can save on ongoing 
maintenance), and they receive the maximum depreciation allowance from the Australian 
Taxation Office. 

Older houses pose greater risk, however can present unique opportunities in the right 
circumstances. For example, certain architecture styles are in limited supply, such as modern 
styles from the first half of the 20th century (art deco is one example), or federation buildings 
from the turn of the century. These houses have value inherent in their design which will 
maintain a premium on their price as long as they are maintained. 

Purchasing older properties with an eye to develop or renovate can also be rewarding, 
however involves the greatest amount of risk. For more on this topic see ‘Renovating and 
developing’. 
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Apartments in certain suburbs can present unique yield and capital growth opportunities. 
There is a genuine underlying demand for quality apartments in convenient or popular 
locations. However, apartments in large complexes, particularly in areas of the city where 
there are multiple apartment buildings, are more risky. This owes to their lack of scarcity. 
There is always the risk that a newer, more appealing building will be established nearby. 
Body corporate fees also impinge on overall rental yield. 

While houses and apartments have established markets that generate ongoing demand, 
villas and townhouses can prove to be more risky as investments. There are always 
exceptions and high quality properties of this nature with a minimum of three bedrooms 
are becoming commonplace in the market. However, they may appeal to a more limited 
pool of tenants and buyers and in the long run this may impact yield and capital growth. 

Cash flow 

Some experts suggest diversification should include a mix of positive or neutral cash 
flow properties, along with negatively geared properties. In effect, this approach provides 
additional diversification of your rental yield. 

The ability to acquire a neutrally or positively geared property in your portfolio will assist 
you with your loan payments and reduce the sole reliance on capital growth to produce 
long-term returns. This can be beneficial in times of low or negative capital growth, when 
you will also be able to take advantage of rental yields that typically rise in this environment. 

However, this approach can be problematic because, in seeking high rental yield at the 
expense of all else, you risk investing in a poor quality asset that will not deliver the amount 
of capital growth needed to achieve your objectives. 

A better approach is to focus on properties that represent good overall value and which 
are diversified by location and building type. Naturally, if you are in need of additional 
ongoing cash flow, you may lean towards a property that can deliver the rental yield you 
require. However, this decision should be made within the bounds of good value and 
sound diversification. 

Renovating and developing

When performed to a good standard, renovations can be a genuine short-term strategy 
to deliver increased capital growth and rental yield. The following are relatively low cost 
options: 

• A renovation of a key room, such as the kitchen or bathroom. These rooms in 
particular can deliver standout capital value; 

• Addition of storage space, such as built-in storage in bedrooms, can be very 
attractive to tenants, especially in small properties; 
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• A cosmetic renovation involving paint, carpets and blinds can be turned around in a 
very short amount of time;

• A structural renovation involving a conversion of a space (e.g. a garage into a room) 
or an addition of an undercover area or car bay; 

• An outdoors overhaul involving paving, retaining walls and garden bed edging; 

• The addition of bi-fold doors linking inside with outside can be very appealing to 
both buyers and tenants. 

A demolition and development is a more involving task and should only be considered 
where you are committed to a long time frame and are able to manage unexpected costs 
or delays. When going down the development path, consider the following: 

• Avoiding mistakes and delays can be essential to maintaining cash flow during the 
project and in leveraging maximum capital growth following completion. For this 
reason, you will likely need to hire a project manager, unless you are willing to spend 
a significant amount of your own time on the project;

• Avoid over-capitalising by selecting a contractor that is experienced in work that 
suits the suburb and your rental target market. In simple terms, this means not 
engaging a luxury builder to develop property in a mid-range suburb. You may 
achieve a higher price at sale, but you will have missed the balance of cost and 
quality that would have maximised your capital gain; 

• Ensure every quote stipulates a timeframe and budget for a vacant property during 
that time. 

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES

Ownership structures determine who owns a property and under what terms it is owned. 
How you structure the ownership of your properties may have a large bearing on their 
future profitability, particularly in an after-tax sense. It also has relevance with regard to 
estate planning and asset protection. 

There may not be one structure to fit all of your investment properties and an investor with 
a large portfolio may benefit from a number of different ownership structures. For example, 
an investor might hold their family home in their personal name, other properties in a family 
trust and another within a Self-Managed Super Fund. 

A professional advisor will be able to determine what ownership structures are best for 
your situation, depending on things such as the number of years until you retire, your level 
of income, your existing investments and overall risk profile. 
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The various types of ownership arrangements are summarised below: 

Personal ownership

This is the most common and simple approach to property investment. Owning a property 
in your own name allows you to use any losses resulting from negative gearing to reduce 
your overall taxable income. This may be beneficial where one partner in a relationship is 
on a high tax bracket (either by having the property in the high income earner’s name to 
maximise the benefit of negative gearing, or in the low income earner’s name where the 
property earns a taxable profit). Personal owners are eligible for the 50 per cent capital 
gains tax discount if the investment is held for more than 12 months. However, personal 
ownership provides little or no asset protection compared to other ownership structures. 

Joint ownership can be as joint tenants or tenants in common. If a property is held as 
joint tenants, ownership is assumed to be equal between parties. If it is held as tenants in 
common, each owner can stipulate a certain ownership percentage. 

Self-Managed Super Funds

The holdings of retail superannuation funds are typically dominated by equities. If you are 
in a position to establish a Self-Managed Super Fund (SMSF) and your goal is to save for 
retirement, then this option can provide advantages over other forms of ownership.

The main advantages of purchasing property through a SMSF are tax related and the 
benefits can be considerable. Any rental income is taxed at 15 per cent, while capital gains 
are taxed at ten per cent. These rates are likely to be much lower than your marginal tax rate. 
Furthermore, if you hold the property until after you retire (when your super fund moves into 
the pension phase), you will not be required to pay any tax on ongoing rent, or capital gains 
if you sell the property. For this reason, property investment within a SMSF may be suited to 
those who plan to retire in the short to medium-term. 

There are other benefits to investing in property through a SMSF. While the advantage of 
negative gearing is limited to income earned within the fund, any income contributed to the 
SMSF to support the cost of a property (up to a limit of $25,000) is concessionally taxed, 
which may be equal to any negative gearing benefit achieved by holding the property in 
your name. 

Holding a SMSF means your employer does not pay you the superannuation guarantee of 
nine per cent per annum. However, buying a property within a SMSF allows you to use this 
extra income to contribute towards property or loan costs. SMSF’s also provide excellent 
asset protection. 

There are some disadvantages and restrictions when purchasing property through a 
SMSF. The most advantageous tax benefits come when the fund is in retirement phase – 
and this may be a long way off for some investors. Borrowing to invest in a SMSF is more 
complex than doing so in your own name. 
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It is possible for a SMSF to borrow to purchase property, providing certain conditions are 
met. Borrowing for SMSF’s is limited by the ‘single acquirable asset rule’ governed by 
the SIS Act, where a fund is currently permitted to maintain but not improve or change in 
nature a property under the loan. This traditionally limits SMSF’s to off-the-plan purchases 
or established property. Care must be taken to ensure the costs and risks of developing 
such property don’t result in a premium to the SMSF. Lenders can lend up to 80 per 
cent of a property’s value to a SMSF, which means a significant amount of cash deposit 
may be needed (which must come from the fund). Borrowing must be limited recourse, 
which means that the lender’s only security is the asset purchased. Such an arrangement 
essentially enables your SMSF to purchase an asset using borrowed funds, including 
funds lent by the fund trustee. 

There are restrictions on how this loan is made and the interest that is charged on the loan, 
although there may be more flexibility in other loan terms, such as interest-only periods 
and the flexibility for the SMSF to make extra capital repayments. In addition, a third party 
(a security trustee) must hold legal title to the property.

There are various non-recourse loan products available that meet the requirements of 
SMSF lending, although standard bank loans will not suffice.

Companies

A company structure has a number of unique benefits, however it is generally not a good 
option for individual property investors. 

Shareholders of a company own and control the company and its assets. The 
shareholder’s liability is limited in that they can only lose whatever they have contributed 
into the company (in most circumstances). A company structure can therefore provide 
very good asset protection. A company’s profit is taxed at a flat rate of 30 per cent, which 
can provide advantages for high-income earners to hold profit from a property within a 
company. 

However, companies are not eligible for the 50 per cent capital gains tax discount where 
the property is held for more than one year and any profit must be paid as equal dividends 
to shareholders. 

Trusts

A trust is a flexible option for property ownership. It is a written agreement (a trust 
deed), which governs the holding of assets for the benefit of an individual or group (the 
beneficiaries).

Self-Managed Super Fund rates source: Australian Taxation Office (ATO) www.ato.gov.au/superfunds. SMSF laws and rates are a 
rapidly changing space and good advice is critical in deciding if they are right for you. The rates are correct a time of printing but 
could change at any time.
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Trusts provide sound asset protection in that assets are held in trust, rather than your personal 
name. Trusts are also entitled to the 50 per cent capital gains tax discount. However, while a 
trust can distribute income and capital gains, it cannot distribute losses to beneficiaries. Any 
loss is trapped within the trust which may limit the benefit of negative gearing, however that 
loss may be deferred to offset future trust taxable income. 

There are two main types of trust (a third type, a hybrid of the two, also exists): 

• Discretionary (family) trust: Within a discretionary trust, the trustee can distribute 
benefits to each beneficiary at its discretion, in accordance with the rules set out in 
the trust deed. Different types of income (e.g. rental, capital gains) can be distributed 
to different people. This can provide advantages where the income is distributed in 
a tax-effective manner. 

• Unit trust: A unit trust issues units to each beneficiary (similar to a company issuing 
shares to shareholders) and each unit carries a fixed entitlement. This can be 
beneficial where unrelated parties hold property together, although it may not allow 
the income to be distributed in the most tax effective manner. However, where an 
investor borrows money to purchase units in the trust, negative gearing benefits may 
be available that wouldn’t be available in a family trust setup. 

FINANCE ARRANGEMENTS

The ability to leverage property to finance additional investments is a key enabler of 
successful property investment. However, it is important to utilise the correct type of 
finance to ensure you achieve the right balance of leveraging for maximum potential return 
and an adequate risk buffer. In addition, inefficient finance structures may inhibit future 
portfolio growth. 

It is worthwhile seeking professional advice on property finance arrangements and your 
after-tax cash flow, since everyone’s situation is different. 

Managing cash flow

It is critical that you are able to manage your loan repayments throughout the financial 
year. There are a number of strategies you can use to improve your short-term cash flow 
position and every option should be explored: 

• Retain a buffer: To plan ahead of time for managing the cash flow gap, understand 
the implications of rate rises on your cash flow and retain a buffer by borrowing 
less than you are able to. A property with a $400,000 mortgage (interest rate eight 
per cent per annum), which earns a three per cent rental yield, will have an annual 
shortfall of $20,000. A one per cent rise in interest rates will increase the shortfall by 
$4,000. Of course, keep the after-tax scenario in mind as well. If the investor is on 
the highest marginal tax rate, that one per cent rise is effectively only 0.5 per cent 
after tax. 
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• Review rental yield: If you have secured a good tenant for your property, you 
may be reluctant to ask for a higher rate of rent. However, it is essential to review 
your yield every year, to ensure you are meeting your own needs and that you are 
charging fair market value. Determine what your property would fetch if placed 
vacant on the market, or have your manager do this for you. If your property has 
unique value, be sure to charge for it. Of course, do not attempt to charge far more 
than the property is worth on the market as this may lead to vacancies that end up 
being more costly than a lower rental yield. 

• Vary your PAYG instalments: If ongoing cash flow becomes an issue, consider 
a PAYG variation. This allows you to project your losses for the financial year and 
have your income varied downwards appropriately, thereby claiming more income 
throughout the year and effectively claiming your tax refund ahead of time. 

• Renovate for cash flow: Renovations are typically used to increase capital growth, 
however smart renovations on the right types of properties can be conducted 
quickly and result in a significant boost to rental yield. These can also be financed 
using equity in a property. 

• Be mindful when assessing properties: If cash flow is a potential risk, be mindful of 
the type of property you are purchasing. A vacancy could be financially disastrous if you 
have only one property in an expensive suburb with a correspondingly large mortgage. 
However, a portfolio of several cheaper properties will help alleviate the cost of a vacancy. 

Interest-only is generally best

While the family home should be paid off as a principal and interest loan (and paid off as 
quickly as possible since it exists in an after-tax environment), investors generally/typically 
choose an interest-only loan for their investment properties. 

The below comparison of interest-only and principal and interest loans of $250,000 clearly 
demonstrates the difference. In this case, the interest-only loan maximises after-tax benefits 
(because loan repayments are fully deductible) and provides cash flow benefits that could 
be utilised in other investments (because repayments are smaller)

You should be aware that no principal repayments are being made and as such, your 
outstanding loan balance will not be reducing. 

Loan amount Interest only 
$250,000

Principal and interest 
$250,000

Interest rate 7 per cent 7 per cent

Repayment (annual) $17,496 $24,595

Interest (31.5 per cent  
marginal tax rate)

$17,496 $17,380

Tax deduction $5,511 $5,474

Cost (after tax) $11,985 $19,121
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Cross-collateralisation can be restrictive

A cross-collateralised loan is one where another property is included as security for a 
mortgage under a single loan. This may happen where an investor finances multiple 
properties through the same bank. It is a strategy used by banks to improve their security 
on loans and can be used by investors to boost their borrowing power or avoid paying 
mortgage insurance where they have less than a 20 per cent deposit. 

However, cross-collateralised loans can be restrictive to an investor, where they seek to 
build a portfolio by utilising equity in existing properties to purchase additional ones. Where 
a cross-collateralised property is sold, a bank may reserve the right to direct proceeds 
towards payment of other loans in that portfolio. In that case, the loan proceeds would not 
be able to be used at the investor’s discretion. 

In addition, in a cross-collateralised portfolio, if one property has equity that you wish 
to utilise to invest further, but another property has negative equity, the overall portfolio 
position may render the equity inaccessible from the bank’s perspective.

It may be advisable to seek advice on how to refinance your existing family home or other 
properties, in order to avoid a cross-collateralised portfolio. 

The following example demonstrates two scenarios, one involving a cross-collateralised 
loan and an alternative involving separate loans: 

Case study: cross-collateralisation 

Peter’s home is worth $600,000 with $200,000 outstanding on his mortgage. He wishes 
to use some of the equity in his home to finance an investment property that costs 
$400,000. 

Cross-collateralised option: Peter may have the option to borrow up to $420,000 to 
purchase the property, plus costs. While he avoids having to make a cash deposit, his 
loan is cross-collateralised with his family home. In essence, Peter’s two properties worth 
$1,000,000 are being used as security for his $420,000 loan. 

Non cross-collateralised option: Peter establishes a new loan against his home for 
$100,000 (to cover an $80,000 deposit and $20,000 stamp duty and other costs for the 
new property). This takes his total loan amount on his family home to $300,000, although 
for tax reasons, the interest on the additional $100,000 would be deductible. Then a new 
mortgage of $320,000 (the remaining 80 per cent) is established, either with the same 
bank or another lender that provides more favourable terms. If Peter had a long-term goal 
to purchase several properties over a few years, he could make the initial loan against his 
home large enough to cover the minimum deposit for three properties, ensuring he has 
preserved equity ready to use when the opportunity to purchase arises (provided he had 
the cash flow to sustain this approach). 
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TAX AND DEPRECIATION

While tax should never be the sole reason for any investment, it is helpful to review the 
taxation implications at each stage of the property ownership cycle: 

• Acquisition costs: Generally, the costs of acquiring a property form part of the 
capital gains tax calculation and cannot be claimed as a deduction. This includes 
establishment fees, stamp duty, legal costs, inspections and conveyancing. 

• Borrowing costs: Can be deducted over five years. 

• Initial costs: Initial repairs are considered capital expenses and are generally not 
deductible, even if the expense is to make the property rentable. However, expenses 
such as advertising for tenants are deductible, provided the property is for sale. 

• Costs while renting: Expenses are deductible in the year they are incurred. 
Depreciating items such as appliances and furniture are deducted over a number of 
years. Capital costs such as doors, built-in robes and renovations form part of the 
cost base of the property. 

• Depreciation: Depreciation can only be claimed where the property is tenanted. 
Investors may claim a tax deduction for depreciation of dwellings that were constructed 
after 17 July 1985. The building cost can be depreciated at a rate of 2.5 per cent per 
annum (four per cent if constructed between 18 July 1985 and 16 September 1987). 
A quantity surveyor can prepare a depreciation report for an existing property that you 
purchase, including any existing capital works (such as renovations). 

• Pre-sale expenses: Costs incurred while preparing a property for sale are 
deductible, even after a tenant has vacated, provided they relate to the period of 
rental. For example, painting would be depreciable however, capital improvements 
such as a new bathroom generally would not be deductible. 

• Sale expenses: Sale costs such as agent’s fees, advertising and legal fees relating 
to the transfer of title form part of your cost base. 

Taking a look at the property cycle

Experienced property investors spend a fair bit of time thinking about the movements of 
the property cycle – either deliberately or indirectly. 

It is accepted wisdom that property, along with other investment markets, tends to move 
in a recurring theme: boom, bust, recovery and growth. This cycle is not something we 
can rely on with absolute certainty because there are a number of factors that can distort 
the cycle and the timing is anything but predictable.

Market sentiment, both positive and negative, tends to distort the cycle, even when it’s 
misplaced. Population growth is another influencer while, on a local level, a whole host of 
factors can result in some suburbs performing better than others. 
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So there are things that distort the cycle and then there’s the fact that the timing of the 
major events in the cycle are unpredictable. However, we can see a recurring pattern of 
economic events that help to drive the cycle. 

The share market tends to lead, being one of the more liquid investment markets. When 
share markets lose value, more money is placed into defensive assets such as bonds 
and cash. Property, as a high-risk asset, is no different and will slow or lose capital value, 
although the impact isn’t known for some time since it takes time to see changes in 
property prices. 

When property prices slow or reverse, there can be a flow on to the rental market. It’s not 
a hard and fast rule, but when capital growth slows, supply of rental properties diminishes 
and therefore rents increase. 

At this stage, consumer sentiment is typically at its lowest. But money doesn’t always 
stay on the sidelines. Economies recover, sentiment improves and investors return. 
Governments, too, use the money market to influence the economy. At a certain point in 
time, the combination of low returns on bonds and cash, widely available (and lower cost) 
debt and suddenly attractive prices on growth assets tips the balance back to growth 
assets. 

So then you come to that time of recovery, where some money starts to return to growth 
assets, yet investors are largely still cautious. The right properties can represent good value 
during this sort of market. Depressed prices present value, while rising rents result in good 
yields. Combined with even moderate capital growth, this can represent a good opportunity – 
particularly when compared to the low returns currently available in cash. 

Markets are volatile and nobody knows how long that will last for. However, if history is any 
guide, we can be reasonably certain it will change. 

Capital growth versus rental yield

Property investors have long debated the merits of capital growth versus rental yield. It is 
rare to find a property that delivers both high rental yield and high capital growth, as they 
generally have an inverse relationship meaning high yield may be achieved at the expense 
of capital growth and vice versa. This presents opportunities to the investor since different 
properties can deliver different types of benefits. 

High yields from cash flow positive properties may be tempting in the short-term, 
particularly when interest rates are rising. However, it is generally accepted that capital 
growth should be the primary objective of property investment as this is where the major 
gains are made. 

The balance between rental yield and capital growth may change over time as property 
goes through cycles. Though the market doesn’t follow a rule, when property prices are 
rising as a result of demand, a related increased supply of rental properties may reduce 
rental yield. Conversely, when capital growth slows, rents may increase. 
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The best result is a combination of yield and capital growth that suits your personal 
situation. And it is important to invest in a viable way. Seeking capital growth from your 
property investment may mean you earn less weekly rent, thereby resulting in a shortfall 
(where the rent you receive does not cover your regular mortgage payment). Working out 
whether you can afford this shortfall over the long-term should be one of the first steps to 
your investment planning. 

Even though achieving capital growth may mean forgoing short-term rental yield, as the 
following example shows, this can pay off significantly in the long run. 

The importance of capital growth to long-term returns

Property A costs $400,000 and achieves capital growth of five per cent on average. 
This property also achieves six per cent rental yield on average (roughly $460 per 
week). After 15 years, the property is worth $831,571, while total rent yield over 
that period is $360,000 (assuming rent stays the same). 

Property B also costs $400,000, yet achieves average capital growth of seven per 
cent per annum. However, the rental yield is lower (four per cent). After 15 years, 
the property is worth $1,103,613, while total rent yield is $240,000. 

After 15 years, Property A has achieved a net position (capital growth plus rent) 
of $791,571, while Property B has achieved a net position of $943,613. Despite 
sacrificing rental yield, Property B achieves a much better overall outcome.

MAKING AN OFFER – THE ART OF NEGOTIATION

As you become an experienced property investor you will begin to negotiate on many 
different properties. Particularly if you are inclined towards purchasing established dwellings 
for your portfolio, you will need to refine the art of negotiation as often your best investments 
will be down to just how well you have purchased. After you place an offer you must be 
realistic as to the likely response from the vendor. The offer may be accepted, rejected, or a 
counter offer will be made. You will have to decide what you will want to do next if the offer is 
rejected or another offer is made. If the offer is accepted, then you will have to contact your 
lender and a home inspector and make arrangements for your transaction. 

Most homes will go to settlement within a month after an offer has been accepted and all 
conditions have been met. This may seem like a long time, but it’s not. You will have plenty 
to do in the meantime. 

LOW OR HIGH OFFERS

Hopefully, by researching the neighbourhood, the property and the value of the home, you 
will be able to come as close to the seller’s price as possible. Sometimes, though, this is 
not possible. There may be circumstances that will prohibit you from making an offer that 
is close to the selling price. 
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Low offers

Low offers are usually the result of the selling price being too high, ignorance of the buyer, 
or the buyer not having enough money to pay that asking price. Whatever the reasons, 
you should be careful when giving a low offer to a homeowner. 

If you have specific reasons for offering a lower price, they should be mentioned in the 
offer so that the homeowner has a better understanding of how you came to the price 
offered. In some cases, the seller may offer a counteroffer, which you can either accept or 
reject. But if the homeowner feels insulted by the lower offer, they may just reject the offer 
and move on to another. 

High offers

The only time you should make an offer that is higher than the asking price is if other offers 
have been made. While this could be the beginning of a bidding war, if you offer just a little 
more than the highest bid, you may win. You should only do this if the property is worth it 
and you intend to hold onto it for a long time.

If you make an offer that is high, then you will not leave any room for negotiation. Depending 
on the homeowner’s circumstances, they may have been willing to go a little lower in order 
to sell the home, but since you made an offer that was higher than the asking price you 
will end up paying more than you should have.

Often, inexperienced home buyers make the mistake of wanting a home so badly they 
are willing to pay a few thousand more than the home is worth. Try to avoid getting into a 
bidding war with an irrational purchaser over a property.

MAKING THE RIGHT OFFER

The closer you can come to the asking price, the better off you will be. Once the home 
inspection is complete, the homeowners may have to come down in price anyway 
because of the repairs they will have to make. 

Making the right decisions when buying a home are not always made quickly. You should 
play by the rules and just see what happens. If you get into a bidding war and cannot bid 
any higher, then it is best to let the home go and find another. You should not be a slave 
to an investment property by buying one that is over your budget. There are many other 
properties available if you keep looking.

HOW TO HANDLE A COUNTER OFFER AND OFFER REJECTION

Sometimes, if you give homeowners an offer that is lower than their asking price, they may 
offer a counter offer. This is usually an offer that is more than your offer, but a little less than 
the asking price. 
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Counter offer

Depending on where you live, the laws pertaining to counter offers will vary. Typically, the 
number of counter offers is limitless, but no counter offer can be the same. While counter 
offers are usually concerning money, these offers may also contain the following:

• Repairs
• Time frames for settlement
• Time frames for counter offers

Buyers and sellers may only have hours to accept, reject, or offer another counter offer 
after receiving one. This can be a very stressful process, especially if you are dealing with 
a seller that has other offers on the table. While most homeowners will reject an offer if it 
is too low or they have received another, some will try to get the most they can from the 
sale which can include the smallest items in the home. 

If you are determined to buy a home, but still want a lower price after the buyer has 
reacted with a counter offer, you can try to find a price that will suit everyone’s needs. 
If you are only making a minimal counter offer, you should consider if it’s really worth it. 
Remember, someone else may have made another offer and the homeowner could reject 
your offer. Consider time pressures are on both buyers and sellers and decisions can be 
made on this basis. 

Try your best to accept the counter offer before making one of your own. Is it really worth 
losing a solid investment property over one or two thousand dollars?

DEALING WITH REJECTION

The hardest part about an offer rejection is that the homeowner does not have to answer 
your offer. If you do not hear from the homeowner within a week, it is safe to assume they 
are not interested in your bid. While this can be frustrating, you will have to move on. Begin 
your house hunting again and try to stay positive.

If the homeowner gives you a response in the form of a rejection, they may site the reason 
why in the paperwork. If your offer was too low, they had another offer, decided not to sell 
or want to wait for a higher offer, at least you can move on without wondering why your 
bid was rejected.
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CONSIDERING ITEMS IN THE HOME

When you are writing your purchase offer, you should consider the items that you would 
like to keep and items you would like to have removed from the home. These items can 
include:

• Certain appliances (such as the washer and dryer)
• Lighting fixtures
• Storage fixtures
• Single air conditioning units that fit into windows
• Hardware from windows and doors
• Pools and garden features such as fountains and trees
• On some occasions even furniture

You should put these items in writing so they will be included with the home. Some 
homeowners may try taking certain items with them either because they didn’t know 
you wanted them or because they were not supposed to be sold with the home to begin 
with. Be sure to obtain a list of items the homeowner is selling with the home so you can 
compare it to your list.

This can also work in reverse. If there are items you would like removed from the home or 
the property before you move in, you should specify these in the offer. These items can 
include:

• Old patio furniture
• Mechanical equipment
• Old appliances
• Light fixtures

By putting all of these items in writing, you will be helping to move the buying process 
along. While the homeowners may not agree with everything you want to keep, it will be 
up to them if they want to continue the process. Having everything in writing will leave 
people with no surprises during the settlement (closing).

UNDERSTANDING THE SELLER

One of the key elements of making a solid offer is having an understanding of the seller. 
Your real estate agent will be able to tell you a little about the seller that may help when 
trying to come up with a fair offer. 
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When deciding on an offer for the home, you should find out the following about the seller:

• How eager are they to sell their home?
• How long have they lived in the home?
• How many offers have they received?
• How many have they turned down?
• Have they lowered their asking price?
• Are they relocating to another area?
• Do they need to sell their home quickly?
• Are they waiting for their asking price?

These questions, although you may not know the answers to some of them, will help 
you make an offer that will be looked at by homeowners and taken seriously. Sometimes 
when a homeowner needs to leave the area in a certain amount of time they will lower 
their asking price. This could be an advantage for you, but if the homeowners have already 
lowered the price, they may not want to lower it any further. 

Make a reasonable offer and see what happens. Depending on the circumstances, it may 
be accepted. 

WHAT TO DO IN A BUYER’S MARKET

In a buyer’s market, you will have more choices when it comes to the types of homes you 
can purchase. Depending on how long the market favours the buyer, you will also have 
the luxury of taking your time because bidding wars are much less frequent. That home 
you couldn’t afford a few years ago may be in your price range today. 

When looking for a home in a buyer’s market, you should do the following:

• Stay current with the listings in your area
• Sign up for free email listings and newsletters
• Check out homes that have recently been reduced
• When making an offer, ask for settlement fees to be paid for by the seller
• See if there are other offers, such as appliances that come with the home
• Ask for certain allowances (carpeting, white goods etc)
• Do not be afraid to offer a lower price
• Ask for a shorter response time

In a buyer’s market, homeowners may offer these options to you as incentives to buy their 
homes. They may also offer warranties on appliances that you should take advantage of. 

Even though you cannot predict how the market will change, you should consider a home 
that you can afford, that you will want to own over the long-term and one that can be 
improved while you own it. 
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WHAT TO DO IN A SELLER’S MARKET

In a seller’s market, you will have to go about your business slightly different than you would 
in a buyer’s market. In this type of market, there are many buyers who will want to buy 
homes that are attractive and priced within their budget. Homeowners will have their pick of 
offers to choose from so your offer will have to stand out in more than just price.

When looking for a home in a seller’s market, you should:

• Make an offer that is close to the asking price or slightly over
• Send a pre-qualification letter from your lender with the offer
• Choose a settlement date that is sooner rather than later
• Do not ask for too many contingencies
• Involve yourself personally
• Promise more of a deposit
• Use a real estate agent to get things done quickly

In a seller’s market, you may also want to think about the dangers of buying a home. If you 
make an offer that is too high and you find out later on that the mortgage payments will be 
a struggle, you may have to sell. Depending on changes in the market, this may be more 
difficult than when you were looking for a home. 

Seller’s markets and buyer’s markets have their advantages and disadvantages, but in the 
end, the offer you make will determine whether your offer will be accepted.
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CHAPTER 9 – 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS ABOUT INVESTING 
IN RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY WITH 
INVESTOR ASSIST

FINANCE

Q: I am unable to get a loan to purchase an investment property from my bank. 
What are my options?

A: If you have not qualified for a loan from your bank, there may be other options available 
to you and the exact strategy will depend on your situation. 

Investor Assist uses the services of two experienced finance companies that have a history 
of providing genuine alternatives to the big banks. These providers are often able to take 
a more flexible approach to finance than banks. They are adept at helping investors make 
the most of their current situation, government assistance and valuable debt reduction 
strategies, all of which can help you get your foot in the property door. 

Resolve Finance was established in 1997 and has a wealth of home lending experience. 
Resolve holds an Australian Credit Licence with the Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission. The company is well respected in the industry and achieved ninth place in 
the 2012 Advisory’s top 25 brokerages of Australia. 

Bluebay Finance was established in 2008 to offer clients an alternative to the big banks. 
The mortgage manager aims to help Australians into new homes by providing innovative 
solutions. 

Q: What if I don’t have a deposit for an investment property?

A: In this situation, there are a range of strategies that you may be able to take advantage of. 

If you have an existing home you live in, you may be able to utilise equity in that property 
to fund your borrowing costs, therefore eliminating the need for a deposit. If you do not 
already own a home, low documentation loans may provide added flexibility to a standard 
bank loan. Other options include a family guarantee (where equity from a family member’s 
home is used as security), or a purchase in joint venture (such as tenants in common 
structure). 

Of course, it is important to thoroughly understand all of the implications of these strategies 
and our consultants can explain the advantages and disadvantages of each. Investor 
Assist can also provide you with generic legal structures or questions you can ask your 
legal advisor. 
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Q. Should I choose a principal and interest or interest only loan for my investment? 

A: An interest only loan is one where you only make repayments on the interest charged 
and not the principal (ie. the purchase amount). 

An accepted rule with regard to finance is that owner-occupied debt (for example, your 
family home) should be structured as principal and interest, while tax deductible debt 
(such as an investment property) should be set up as interest only. 

Interest payments on an owner-occupied home are not tax deductible. Without the benefit 
of tax deductions, it is important to pay off the principal (ie. the borrowed amount) as 
quickly as possible, to minimise interest payments. This may include making additional 
payments. 

On the other hand, interest payments on an investment property are tax deductible (and extra 
payments towards the principal are not). Therefore, making payments towards the principal 
would reduce your disposable income with no extra taxation benefit. 

Setting up an investment loan as interest only can maximise after-tax benefits, and with 
smaller repayments (since they are only for the interest portion of the loan), the extra 
money can be put towards property expenses or other investments. 

In addition, long-term capital growth and not property ownership should be the major aim 
for property investors. Your goal should be to pay off the principal when you sell a property 
and have money left over from capital gain. 

Q: I already own a negatively geared investment property that has not performed 
very well. Should I sell it? 

A: If your property has not performed to expectation, it is understandable that you may 
consider selling. However, note that by selling, you are locking in this result permanently 
and removing the potential to benefit from any future capital gain. 

You may wish to speak with a financial specialist about the potential benefits of 
restructuring your finance with a view to improving your cash flow or making other long-
term investments. Resolve Finance has experience at improving the overall position of 
investors in this way. 

Q: What if negative gearing is abolished?

A: In the 1980’s, negative gearing was abolished and then reinstated only 18 months 
later due to the impact of rents and unemployment in the building industry. While this 
topic occasionally appears in the media, recent Australian governments have supported 
negative gearing as it encourages private enterprise to provide low-cost housing. 
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In any case, it is accepted that tax should not be the only reason for an investment. Tax 
certainly impacts the overall performance of property investment and the ability to deduct 
certain expenses can increase overall performance. However, property has historically 
produced a sound rate of return in its own right (ie. before tax is considered) and so would 
likely remain a good long-term investment even if tax benefits were reduced. 

Q: What if interest rates rise?

A: It is a good idea to plan for potential rate increases as part of your overall investment 
finance strategy and our finance professionals will ensure you have an adequate buffer in 
place. Interest rate rises are a tool used by the government to control inflation and so in 
times of economic growth, rate rises are a reality. If rate rises are stressful, you may have 
the option of a fixed rate loan, which will lock your rate from anywhere between one and 
five years. Also consider that rents typically rise over time, providing added cash flow as 
your property investment matures. 

Q. What if I lose my job?

A: Losing your job is a genuine risk that should be considered when formulating your 
investment strategy, along with the resulting implications on property ownership. As part 
of our process, our consultants will cover a range of risks, ‘what if’ scenarios and the 
importance of financial buffers to check your level of tolerance should the unexpected 
occur. People concerned about the security of their job may also wish to consider income 
protection insurance. 

THE PROPERTY MARKET

Q. How does property compare to shares as an investment? 

A: Research tends to show that property and shares have performed similarly over a 
long period of time. However, shares and property are very different types of investments 
and their performance is impacted by different factors. Importantly, the overall value of an 
investment will be different for different people depending on their financial situation and 
so comparisons can be difficult. 

One major advantage that property has over shares as an investment is the ability to 
leverage a significant amount of a property’s value. Banks will typically lend more to 
someone investing in property than in shares – up to 90 per cent of the value of a property 
(with mortgage insurance). And if you already own your own home and have a reasonable 
amount of equity in it, you may not even need a deposit. 

Q. What is better: high yield or high capital growth? 

A: It is rare to find a property that delivers both high rental yield and high capital growth, 
as they generally have an inverse relationship, which means high yield may be achieved at 
the expense of capital growth and vice versa.
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High yields from cash flow positive properties may be tempting in the short-term, particularly 
when interest rates are rising. However, it is generally accepted that capital growth should be 
the primary objective of property investment as this is where the major gains are made, even if 
it means having a shortfall between your rental income and your loan costs. 

Q. How long should I invest in property for? 

A: Property should be considered a long-term investment. Investor Assist considers a 
minimum of five years and preferably seven to ten, to be a suitable timeframe for investing 
in property, for the following reasons: 

• Buying an investment property involves substantial upfront, ongoing and exit costs. 
Therefore in order to make a profit, the value of an investment property needs to 
grow by more than the value of these costs and the after-tax costs associated with 
holding onto the property. This can take time. 

• Most investors target capital growth from their property investments, yet it can take 
time for a property to increase in value. You may also need to endure occasional 
years of low or even negative growth throughout the course of your investment. 

There may be other factors that influence how long you invest for – including your tax 
situation and your age until retirement. A professional advisor can assist with advice in 
regard to these issues. 

Q: How can I be certain property prices will go up? 

A: Unfortunately, no one can be certain any type of investment will increase in value. 
However, research shows that property prices have increased over a long period of 
time. And while history is no guarantee, underlying factors (such as Australia’s ongoing 
population growth, expansion of industry and a housing shortage) support the notion of 
continued price gains in the future. 

Q: Is there a good or bad time to invest in property?

A: With the benefit of hindsight we are able to identify times when it would have been 
either a good or bad time to purchase property. Even in recent history there are examples 
of prices rising and falling in a relatively short period of time. 

However, long-term investors concern themselves less with short-term price movements 
and more with long-term capital growth. This is because occasional price drops are part and 
parcel of long-term investing. Importantly however, history shows that over the long-term, 
these same assets tend to reward investors with the highest returns. 

It is also important to note that property prices do not move in a straight line. Prices tend 
to move in line with the property cycle, although the timing of the cycle is inherently difficult 
to predict. This is another reason why trying to predict the best time to buy is much less 
important than buying a good value property with the intention of holding it for the long-
term, preferably for a minimum of five to seven years. 
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Q: What happens to property prices when inflation is low?

A: Capital growth and inflation tend to be linked (although this is not always the case). 
Rises in inflation tend to bring about corresponding rises in property prices and vice versa. 
Research shows that property tends to appreciate between two and four per cent above 
the rate of inflation.

When assessing the impact of inflation it is important to view its relationship with capital 
growth in context and understand the implication of real returns. The benefit of capital 
growth is increasing overall purchasing power by having it consistently rise faster than 
inflation. Inflation is an investment risk in that, if your investment maintains the same value 
but inflation rises, your purchasing power has actually diminished. 

So while low inflation may bring about lower property prices, as long as capital growth 
remains above inflation, investors are still relatively well off in a real sense. There are 
documented cases of property prices increasing in terms of market value, but well below 
inflation. In the end, investors were far worse off in terms of real returns. The opposite has 
also occurred, where there has been low inflation and significant price increases, resulting 
in even higher real returns. These instances are unusual, but highlight the fact that capital 
growth doesn’t always follow inflation. Where growth is consistently above inflation, no 
matter what the actual inflation rate is, investors should be satisfied. 

PROPERTY INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Q: If I invest in real estate, how deeply involved do I need to be?

A: It is your choice to be as involved as you want to be. However, one of the benefits of 
Investor Assist’s service is we do the hard work for you. 

Many people venturing into property investment for the first time discover how hard it 
can be to find good value investments and how time consuming it is. Rather than be 
distracted by the process, by utilising the services of Investor Assist you will have access 
to straightforward and tailored strategies to help you make informed and confident 
decisions. 

Q: How has the location of Investor Assist’s properties been selected? 

A: Investor Assist seeks land value when considering the merits of various investment 
opportunities, either good current value, or locations that will likely experience sound 
growth in the future. Land value is a driver of capital growth in property and it can vary 
widely between suburbs. It all comes down to supply and demand; as long as demand 
exceeds supply, opportunity for capital growth exists. 
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The things that tend to influence capital growth include: 

• Scarcity of land in the area (ie. how built up is the suburb and how much new land 
will be available in the future);

• The proximity to infrastructure, amenities and attractions such as schools, the CBD, 
the ocean or river and shops;

• Convenience to transport options, including public routes and ease of access to 
major built up areas.

Q: How can I maximise rental return from my property?

A: It is recognised that renters live to suit their lifestyle, while owner-occupiers tend to live 
where they can afford. A number of factors will add a premium to rental yield, including 
the following: 

• Convenience to public transport and major built up areas (e.g. CBD); 

• Proximity to amenities and attractions such as shops, the beach, the river or sought-
after schools; 

• Quality and facilities of the property, including storage, security and entertaining 
areas. 

Q: Why invest in a new house, as opposed to an older one?

A: Newly-built houses typically provide a number of advantages over comparable existing 
houses: 

• New houses receive the full depreciation allowance on building costs and fixtures 
and fittings from the Australian Taxation Office; 

• New properties are desirable amongst tenants and will achieve a rental premium 
over a comparable older house;

• New properties can be landscaped to a low-maintenance standard while older 
properties may have large gardens requiring ongoing maintenance; 

• New properties are unlikely to require any maintenance in the short to medium-
term, while older properties may require (potentially expensive) work throughout the 
investment timeframe. These costs may be unknown at the time of purchase; 

• New properties can be built to a contemporary, high quality standard;

• New properties can be designed in a way that appeals to tenant markets (for 
example, by including low maintenance gardens, open and internal adaptable 
spaces, adequate storage and security), whereas existing properties may need to 
be adapted. 
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Investor Assist generally recommends avoiding older properties as investments, unless 
the property is suitable for a complete refurbishment or subdivision (this may not be 
appropriate for everyone as there are additional risks involved), or is unique in terms of 
location or architecture. 

Q: Houses versus apartments – what should I invest in?

A: There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to either houses or apartments 
and the decision will likely come down to your personal situation. 

Apartments tend to occupy the high-yield category of investment, since the ratio of rent to 
value is typically higher than that achieved for houses. This may be ideal for investors who 
require a high level of cash flow to supplement their loan repayments. Apartments meet 
a growing demand for accommodation in built-up areas and generally also require less 
ongoing maintenance. However, apartments are subject to body corporate fees which must 
be considered when calculating overall investment merit. 

Houses have the element of land that apartments lack. While apartments in sought-
after areas, or areas that are completely built up, may still achieve sound capital growth, 
Investor Assist believes the element of land is a vital point of difference. This is because 
land can increase in value when it is scarce, yet scarcity is usually not a driver of value for 
apartments, since there is the possibility that new apartment buildings may be established 
in nearby locations. Houses can also be modified or improved relatively easily while this 
may be more difficult for apartments. 

Q: Could I benefit from different ownership structures? 

A: How you structure the ownership of your properties may have a large bearing on 
their future profitability, particularly in an after-tax sense. It also has relevance with regard 
to estate planning and asset protection. The ownership choices include personal, Self-
Managed Super Fund or company and trust (either family or unit). Each has its own 
advantages and disadvantages and if you own more than one property, there may not be 
one structure that works best for all. A professional advisor will be able to determine what 
ownership structures are best for your situation, depending on a range of factors relating 
to your financial situation and stage of life. 

Q: How does a Self-Managed Superannuation Fund work?

A: Self-Managed Superannuation Funds (SMSFs) allow people to control their own super 
investments for their retirement. Sophisticated investors, with a significant balance of 
super (for example, more than $200,000), may choose a SMSF over a retail fund to allow 
them more control over how their money is invested. 

SMSFs are run by their members (trustees with a maximum of four members) which involves 
decision making about investment strategy, administration, accounting and tax-related 
matters. It is the trustee’s responsibility to ensure the fund runs in accordance with the law. 
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From a property investment perspective, one of the benefits of a SMSF is that you have 
the option of purchasing property through your fund (this is not typically the case in a retail 
fund). This means the performance of the property will contribute directly towards the 
growth of your retirement savings. 

Q: What are the benefits of investing in property through a SMSF?

A: The main advantages of purchasing property through a SMSF are tax related. Any 
rental income is taxed at 15 per cent, while capital gains are taxed at ten per cent. These 
rates are likely to be much lower than your marginal tax rate. Furthermore, if you hold the 
property until after you retire, when your super fund moves into the pension phase, you 
will not be required to pay any tax on ongoing rent, or capital gains if you sell the property.

Investing in property through a SMSF can also provide diversification advantages, 
compared to retail funds whose holdings are typically dominated by equities. 

Q: Can a Self-Managed Super Fund borrow to invest in property? 

A: It is possible for a SMSF to borrow to purchase property, providing certain conditions 
are met. Lenders are limited to lending up to 80 per cent of a property’s value to a SMSF 
which means a significant amount of cash deposit may be needed (which must come 
from the fund). Borrowing must be limited recourse meaning the lender’s only security is 
the asset purchased. Such an arrangement essentially enables your SMSF to purchase 
an asset using borrowed funds, including funds lent by the fund trustee. 

There are various non-recourse loan products available that meet the requirements of 
SMSF lending, although standard bank loans will not suffice.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
As you are going through the purchasing and home loan process for your investment 
property, you will run across many terms that you may not understand. You should ask your 
agent, lender or broker if you are using one to explain these terms so you fully understand 
the type of loan or circumstance you are getting involved in, the lenders policies and other 
information that will be important throughout the life of the investment. Here are some 
common terms you may encounter:

• AAPR: Annualised average percentage rate sometimes referred to as the comparison 
rate. This figure takes into account all the costs associated with the loan and may be 
a more accurate reflection of the true overall cost. It can therefore be helpful when 
comparing loan products. 

• Amortisation period: The length of time a loan is calculated over and re-paid, most 
commonly 30 years. 

• Appraisals/valuations: A written report of the estimated value of a property, usually 
prepared by a valuer. 

• Appreciation: an increase in value.

• Basic variable: A variable home loan that has fewer features and a lower rate than 
a standard variable loan. 

• Break costs: The fees incurred when a loan is paid off ahead of time.

• Body corporate: An administrative body made up of all the owners within a group 
of units or apartments of a strata building. The owners elect a committee which 
handles administration and upkeep of the site. Owners are typically charged annual 
fees, used by the body corporate to pay for upkeep. 

• Bridging finance: A short-term loan used to bridge the gap, when someone buys a 
new property while selling an existing one (the loan is used until the property is sold).

• Building approvals: The approval to build a number or type of dwelling/s in a given 
time frame. 

• Buyer’s Agent: A Buyer’s Agent represents a property buyer in negotiations with a 
vendor or his/her real estate agent. The buyer’s agent is paid by the buyer.

• Capital gain: The amount by which a property has increased in value, relative to 
what you paid for it. A property previously purchased for $200,000 that is now worth 
$350,000, has made a capital gain of $150,000 (before costs). 
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• Cash rate/bank rate: The cash rate is the money market interest rate, set by the 
Reserve Bank of Australia. The cash rate has an influence on bank rates, which are 
the interest rates charged by banks on their loans. Bank rates are always higher than 
the cash rate so banks can make a profit on their loans. 

• Cash flow positive: A cash flow positive investment is one where incomings 
exceed outgoings, after tax has been calculated. For example, a positive cash flow 
property is one where the rent received is higher than the loan repayments and 
costs of owning the property (such as insurance, property management fees and 
maintenance). 

• CGT (capital gains tax): CGT is charged on capital gains made from investments, 
including property. The amount of CGT payable may depend on factors such as 
how long a property has been owned and whether it is considered the owner’s 
primary place of residence. 

• Conveyancing: The process that legally transfers property ownership from one 
entity to another.

• Cooling-off period: A period of time given to the purchaser to legally withdraw 
from buying a property. The length of time varies in each of the states and territories. 
Some states such as Western Australia do not have a cooling-off period.

• Credit report: Before you apply for a home loan, you should obtain copies of your 
credit report so you can check for errors, see how much money you owe on credit 
cards and loans and to see what your credit score is. This is another way lenders will 
determine if you will receive a loan.

• Cross-securitisation/cross-collateralisation: When a financial institution uses 
your property (whether owner-occupied or investment) as security for another 
property you purchase.

• Debt to income ratio: This is one way that lenders will determine if you can afford 
your monthly mortgage payments on your current income. The lender will subtract 
all your reoccurring debt to determine how much is left for a mortgage payment. 
This is why not buying a car or spending money on your credit cards is so important 
when buying a home. The less debt you have will mean more available money for 
your mortgage payment.

• Default: Failure to pay a debt by the due date.

• Density: The level of occupancy in a given area, or the number of people permitted 
to reside in an area. For example, inner-city areas are usually higher density than 
outer-suburban areas.
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• Deposit: Is the amount of money you are prepared to pay upfront to secure a 
property. A deposit is helpful in several ways. It will lower the amount of money you 
will need for a home loan, it will allow lenders to see that you are responsible for 
paying off a mortgage and it will move the home buying process along faster. 

• Depreciation: A decrease in value. In accounting terms, depreciation refers to 
the ‘writing down’ of the original cost of an asset, systematically over an extended 
period. 

• Equity: The difference between the value of a property and its mortgage. A home 
worth $400,000 with an outstanding loan balance of $250,000, has equity of 
$150,000. 

• Fittings: Installed items that may be removed from a property without causing 
irreparable damage. An example is a fridge. 

• Fixtures: Those parts of a property affixed to structures or land, usually so they 
can’t be removed without causing damage. An example is a built-in wardrobe. 

• Fixed rate loan: A loan that has an interest rate fixed for a specified term, typically 
between one and five years. 

• Interest-only: A loan where the purchaser only makes repayments on the interest 
charged and not the principal (ie. the purchase amount). Investment loans are 
generally structured as interest only. 

• Joint tenants: Each owner has equal shares and rights in a property. 

• LMI (lenders mortgage insurance): Usually required by lenders when someone is 
borrowing more than 80 per cent of a property’s value. It provides insurance to the 
lender in case the borrower defaults on the loan and it is an additional cost to the 
borrower. 

• LOC (line of credit): A facility available from financial institutions that provides the 
borrower with a line of credit facility that can be drawn down at any time. It’s similar to a 
credit card, although a LOC doesn’t require set repayments of the principal.

• Low doc loans: These are loans that don’t require as much documentation to 
set up as a traditional loan (such as proof of income, assets or liabilities). They are 
popular with self-employed people and those who have not yet established a credit 
rating for the purposes of borrowing. 

• Lower quartile: The price point below which 25 per cent of sales were recorded.  
If there were 100 sales in a suburb, the 25th lowest price would be the lower  
quartile price. 
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• LVR (loan-to-value-ratio): This is a measure used by banks and shows the amount 
you are borrowing, represented as a percentage of the value of the property. Banks 
use LVR in assessing the risk of a loan; the lower the LVR, the lower the risk from a 
bank’s perspective. A property worth $500,000, with a mortgage of $400,000, has 
an LVR of 80 per cent (loan value divided by property value, multiplied by 100). 

• Median house price: The median house price is the ‘middle’ price of all sales 
recorded in a particular area. It is also known as the 50th percentile. This is not the 
same as the average price, which is determined by summing all sale prices, divided 
by the number of sales. 

• Mortgage: Even though you have heard of a mortgage before, you probably thought 
of it as the home loan you will be paying once you own the home. Technically, 
a mortgage is a loan on your home created by your lender. If you cannot make 
payments on your home, the lender will have the right to sell the property in order to 
gain the money they have lost. 

• Mortgage broker: A mortgage broker is a person who does not work for a bank, 
but rather works on commission to match homebuyers with many lenders that may 
or may not be in your area. 

• Negative gearing: Negative gearing occurs when incomings are less than outgoings. 
For example, a negatively geared property is one where the rent received is less than 
the loan repayments and costs of owning the property (such as insurance, property 
management fees and maintenance). The difference in incomings and outgoings is 
often referred to as a shortfall, and is treated as a loss for tax purposes. 

• O & A (offer and acceptance) form: A form used when making an offer to 
purchase a property. 

• Off-the-plan: When you buy off-the-plan, you are buying a property before it’s been 
built, having only seen the plans. New apartments are often sold this way. 

• Over-capitalising: In property, over-capitalisation occurs where the cost of 
renovating or building a home is less than the gain apportioned to that work when 
the property is sold. For example, a property worth $300,000, which has $50,000 of 
renovations and is later sold for $325,000, has been over-capitalised. 

• Passed in: When the highest bid at an auction doesn’t meet the reserve price set 
on the property and the property therefore does not sell. 

• Portfolio (as in property portfolio): The number and type of investment properties 
owned. 
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• Positive gearing: This is the opposite of negative gearing occurring when the rent 
received from a property is more than the loan repayments and costs of owning the 
property (such as insurance, property management fees and maintenance). The 
owner may be subject to income tax on the extra income derived from the investment. 

• Price on application (POA): Price on application, a term used when a seller does 
not wish to reveal a price in an advertisement. 

• Principal and interest: This is a type of loan that consists of a principal (the amount 
borrowed/still to be repaid) and interest (charged by the bank). 

• Principle place of residence (PPOR/PPR): This is a property owned and used as 
a sole place of residence. This term is relevant for capital gains tax calculations as a 
PPR is exempt from capital gains tax. 

• Property cycle: History shows that property prices have tended to move in a 
cycle of recurring events, although the timing of this cycle is typically unpredictable. 
Broadly this cycle follows the following pattern: boom, bust, recovery and growth. 

• Real Estate Agent: A person authorised to act for another (usually for the owner) in 
the selling, buying, renting or management of a property. refer to licensed real estate 
agents and real estate representatives.

• Refinance: This involves replacing an existing loan with another loan on different 
(usually better) terms. An investor may refinance a loan with another bank offering 
better interest rates, however there may be costs involved in refinancing. 

• Reverse mortgage: A loan designed for people who want to access the equity 
in their home, without selling it. Reverse mortgages are usually available for people 
over the age of 60 who are cash poor but who have significant equity. Usually the 
loan is not paid out until the borrower passes away or relocates. 

• Rental yield: The rental return on a property investment, represented as a 
percentage of the amount invested. Gross rental yield can be calculated by dividing 
the annual rent by the value of the property, then multiplying this figure by 100. 

• Reserve price: The minimum amount a seller will accept at an auction. 

• Repossessions or foreclosure: This is a term that refers to homes whose owners 
could not make payments each month. Once a lender has decided to sell the home, 
it will be in foreclosure. You should find out ways to work with your lender in case you 
miss a mortgage payment at any time. Having this knowledge in advance will make 
financial emergencies easier to deal with.

• Sold under the hammer: A property that sells at auction.
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• Serviceability: Whether you can manage your mortgage repayments, based on 
your regular income and expenses.

• Shortfall: A way of describing the discrepancy between the rent received from an 
investment property and the loan repayments (and other costs of ownership such 
as insurance and management fees). 

• Stamp duty: A State Government tax on the transfer of property, calculated based 
on the value of the property. 

• Strata title: Also known as unit title. This title grants ownership of a section or a 
‘unit’ of a larger building. This unit can be sold or transferred by the owner. 

• Subdivision: A parcel of land divided into individual lots. 

• Supply and demand: The dynamics of supply and demand can impact property 
prices. Where there are a lot of properties for sale, an over-supply may result in 
decreased prices and is typically referred to as a buyer’s market. The opposite, 
especially where properties sell quickly, is termed a seller’s market. 

• Tenants in common: Two or more buyers own a property, with each owner 
stipulating a percentage of ownership. 

• Upper quartile: The price point below which 75 per cent of sales were recorded. If 
there were 100 sales in a suburb, the 25th highest price would be the upper quartile 
price. 

• Vacancy rates: A measure of how many dwellings are available for rent over a 
specified time period. A low vacancy rate means there are not very many dwellings 
available for rent, while a high vacancy rate means there is ample supply of rental 
properties.

• Vendor: This term is often used as a substitute for ‘seller’ in legal documentation. 

• Vendor’s terms: A method of buying and selling where the purchaser pays the 
purchase price to the vendor in instalments, rather than paying the full price by way 
of a mortgage. The vendor usually retains title to the property until the full amount is 
paid. 

• Wrap: See ‘Vendor’s terms’

• Yield: The overall return of an investment, shown as a percentage of the amount 
invested. 
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ABOUT INVESTOR ASSIST
The ABN Group has built on its passion for building and commitment to quality by 
introducing ‘Investor Assist’ to the Western Australian and Victorian marketplaces. 

Investor Assist is designed to assist individuals investing in property by providing the right 
education, resources, finance/legal, property, management and service solutions. The 
business is built on the quality foundations of ABN’s history which spans more than three 
decades plus has a level of innovation and enthusiasm that will see Investor Assist take 
charge of the property investment industry whilst always surpassing the expectations of 
every client.

When a client embarks on the Investor Assist journey, it is a comprehensive 
process based on simplicity and quality customer service designed to appeal 
to everyone from first time buyers through to experienced investors. Investor 
Assist is made up of a sizeable and experienced team skilled in all aspects of 
property investment who will work with each client to identify the most appropriate 
investment opportunities to build a diverse and prosperous portfolio for the future.  
 
Investor Assist also benefits from the direction and expertise of a skilled Investment Advisory 
Panel made up of some of the most experienced experts in the property industry who share 
their knowledge, expertise and advice with the entire Investor Assist team.

The Investor Assist mantra is Financial Security Through Property with a firm commitment 
towards helping every client achieve and exceed their investment objectives.
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